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ABSTRACT
We study mass distributions within and beyond 5 effective radii (Re) in 23 early–type galaxies
from the SLUGGS survey, using their globular cluster (GC) kinematic data. The data are
obtained with Keck/DEIMOS spectrograph, and consist of line–of–sight velocities for ∼3500
GCs, measured with a high precision of ∼15 km s−1 per GC and extending out to ∼13 Re. We
obtain the mass distribution in each galaxy using the tracer mass estimator of Watkins et al.
and account for kinematic substructures, rotation of the GC systems and galaxy flattening in
our mass estimates.
The observed scatter between our mass estimates and results from the literature is less
than 0.2 dex. The dark matter fraction within 5 Re ( fDM) increases from ∼0.6 to ∼0.8 for low–
and high–mass galaxies, respectively, with some intermediate–mass galaxies (M∗∼1011M)
having low fDM ∼ 0.3, which appears at odds with predictions from simple galaxy models.
We show that these results are independent of the adopted orbital anisotropy, stellar mass–to–
light ratio, and the assumed slope of the gravitational potential. However, the low fDM in the
∼1011M galaxies agrees with the cosmological simulations of Wu et al. where the pristine
dark matter distribution has been modified by baryons during the galaxy assembly process.
We find hints that these M∗∼1011M galaxies with low fDM have very diffuse dark matter
haloes, implying that they assembled late. Beyond 5 Re, the M/L gradients are steeper in the
more massive galaxies and shallower in both low and intermediate mass galaxies.
Key words: galaxies: star clusters – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics
– globular clusters
1 INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental properties of galaxies is their total mass
(baryonic + dark matter). The total mass profiles of giant galaxies
are dominated by baryons in the central parts, with the dark mat-
ter (DM) component becoming more dominant at large radii, even-
tually dominating the total mass budget. Studying the distribution
of these mass components provides a viable way of testing galaxy
? Email: aalabi@swin.edu.au
formation and evolution models. For example, at the same stellar
mass, early–type galaxies (ETGs) are thought to have a higher DM
concentration compared to spiral galaxies. This is because the cen-
tral portions of the haloes in ETGs are already in place at a higher
redshift compared to spiral galaxies for the same galaxy mass (e.g.
Thomas et al. 2009).
For late–type galaxies, it is relatively easy to determine the
total mass distribution out to large radii using the motions of the
readily available HI gas as a tracer of the galaxy potential. However,
this exercise is more difficult for (individual) ETGs. This is because
c© 2015 The Authors
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ETGs are generally poor in cold gas, their stellar motions are pre-
dominantly random by nature and at large galactocentric radii, they
are optically faint. These properties combine to make studies of the
mass distribution in ETGs challenging. Yet, to properly understand
the DM content in ETGs, one needs to probe out to at least five
effective radii (Re), where DM is expected to begin dominating the
enclosed mass (Romanowsky et al. 2003; Napolitano et al. 2005;
Cappellari et al. 2015).
Various mass tracers such as planetary nebulae (PNe; e.g.,
Morganti et al. 2013), globular clusters (GCs; e.g., Pota et al. 2015)
and diffuse X–ray gas (e.g., Su et al. 2014) have been used to ex-
plore the mass distribution in ETGs out to large radii. For PNe
and GC based studies, their orbital distributions are usually not
known, and are notoriously difficult to determine due to the mass–
anisotropy degeneracy (Binney & Mamon 1982). The discrete kine-
matic data are often binned and smoothed in order to determine the
mass profile, leading to loss of vital information. Since binning is
impracticable for sparse samples, only galaxies with relatively rich
systems of bright tracers, i.e., massive ETGs, are usually studied.
This limitation also extends to X–ray based studies, where X–ray
haloes are observed mostly around massive galaxies that usually
reside in dense environments. Hence most ETGs with radially ex-
tended mass modelling results in the literature are the more massive
ones, with the low and intermediate mass ETGs usually overlooked.
Furthermore, ETGs tend to be studied one at a time, with different
methods and assumptions. This makes it problematic to compare
the results in a systematic way.
Apart from the observational difficulties, results at large galac-
tocentric radii in some intermediate mass ETGs (M∗∼1011M) have
suggested inconsistencies with the predictions from ΛCDM cos-
mology (e.g., Romanowsky et al. 2003; Napolitano et al. 2009;
Deason et al. 2012, D+12 hereafter). While results from the well
studied massive ETGs agree with the prediction that in the outer
halo, DM dominates the galaxy mass budget, the same is less clear
in intermediate mass ETGs, as different mass modelling techniques
using the same tracers seem to produce contradictory results (see
Romanowsky et al. 2003; Napolitano et al. 2009, D+12, Morganti
et al. 2013 for the peculiar case of NGC 4494). The situation is
even worse for low stellar mass ETGs, since they have hardly been
studied out to large radii. It is therefore imperative to probe the DM
halo in these galaxies systematically.
The traditional methods of mass modelling are difficult to ap-
ply to GC kinematic data for sub–L∗ ETGs. It is therefore desirable
to have mass estimators that use the projected kinematic informa-
tion directly without the need for binning – an approach that lends
itself to relatively sparse tracer populations. Examples include the
Virial Mass Estimator (VME) from Limber & Mathews (1960) and
the Projected Mass Estimator (PME) from Bahcall & Tremaine
(1981), later modified by Heisler et al. (1985). These assume that
the tracers (e.g. GCs, PNe, satellite galaxies) have a number den-
sity distribution – n(r), that directly follows the total mass density
of the galaxy – ρ(r), i.e. n(r) ∝ ρ(r). This is not usually true since
the total mass density is dominated by the dark matter component,
especially at large radii. The VME and PME are in principle simi-
lar to earlier attempts at estimating mass in a spherically symmetric,
self–gravitating system where the tracers orbit a central point mass
(e.g., Zwicky 1937; Schwarzschild 1954).
A more recent class of mass estimators, the Tracer Mass Es-
timators (TMEs), however, allows for the more general case where
the tracers and total mass densities, while both assumed to be scale–
free, have different distributions. They were first introduced by
Evans et al. (2003) and later modified by Watkins et al. (2010),
hereafter W+10, and An & Evans (2011) (see also Watkins et al.
2013 for an axisymmetric Jeans modelling of discrete kinematic
tracers). A tracer population with number density n(r) ∝ r−γ re-
sides in a power–law gravitational potential of the form Φ(r) ∝ r−α.
The total mass density, ρ, is directly related to the gravitational po-
tential via Poisson’s equation and hence it has the power–law form
ρ(r) ∝ r−α−2. Also, the TMEs assume that the tracer population is
spherically symmetric and that galaxies are in steady state equilib-
rium, i.e., virialized.
This paper uses the GC kinematic data from the SLUGGS 1
(SAGES Legacy Unifying Globulars and Galaxies Survey, Brodie
et al. 2014) and TMEs to study in a homogeneous way the mass dis-
tribution within and beyond 5 Re in ETGs. The galaxies we study
cover a stellar mass range of 1.9× 1010 − 4.0× 1011M and include
galaxies from cluster, group and field environments. We therefore
extend the range of galaxies with mass profiles beyond 5 Re into
the low stellar mass galaxy regime. The science questions we seek
to answer are straightforward – Are TMEs appropriate mass esti-
mators using GCs as the tracers? How is mass distributed between
baryons and DM in the outer haloes of ETGs, especially in interme-
diate and low stellar mass ETGs? Are ETGs always DM dominated
in their outer parts? If they are not always DM dominated, as some
results from the literature seem to suggest, then why? Are the mea-
sured mass and DM content estimates consistent with predictions
from ΛCDM models?
In Section 2 we describe the observations, data reduction and
data preparation. Section 3 starts by introducing in detail the TMEs,
defines the mass estimator parameters and quantifies the sensitivity
of the mass estimators to these parameters. In this section, we also
quantify the effects of galaxy flattening, rotation and kinematic sub-
structures on our mass estimates. We study the deviation of ETGs
from isotropy. We obtain the DM fractions within 5 Re and be-
yond, and compare with expectations from a simple galaxy model,
composed of DM and stars only. In Section 4 we discuss how pre-
dictions and observations compare. We complete this section by
studying correlations between the DM fraction and various galaxy
properties. In Section 5 we summarise our results.
2 OBSERVATIONS, DATA REDUCTION AND DATA
PRUNING
2.1 Observations and data reduction
The GC kinematic data used in this work were obtained through
spectroscopic observations, mostly as part of the SLUGGS sur-
vey, with the DEIMOS (DEep Imaging Multi-Object Spectrograph,
Faber et al. 2003) instrument on the 10 m Keck–II telescope. For
NGC 3115, NGC 4486 and NGC 4649, we have supplemented our
catalogue with data from some external sources (see Arnold et al.
2011; Strader et al. 2011; Pota et al. 2015, respectively, for details
of these externally sourced kinematic data and the re–calibration
of their uncertainties to match with those of DEIMOS). Spectro-
scopic data collection with DEIMOS began in 2006 and we have
now obtained ∼3500 GC radial velocities in 25 carefully chosen
ETGs (Brodie et al. 2014). Here, we only consider 23 galaxies from
the SLUGGS survey with 20 or more spectroscopically confirmed
GCs. Readers interested in a detailed explanation of our DEIMOS
data reduction method are encouraged to check Pota et al. (2013)
though we give a brief description here.
1 http://sluggs.swin.edu.au
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Table 1. Summary of the spectroscopic observations for our galaxy sample.
Galaxy Masks Exp. Time NGC Nsub Rmax
[NGC] [hrs] [Re]
720 5 10.6 69 – 19.05
821 7 11.2 69 – 8.70
1023 4 8.8 115 21 16.15
1400 4 9.0 69 – 20.62
1407 10 22.0 372 – 14.14
2768 5 13.9 107 – 11.36
3115 5 14.0 150 12 18.35
3377 4 8.3 122 – 14.34
3608 5 9.9 36 – 9.75
4278 4 8.8 270 – 14.87
4365 6 9.0 251 – 12.90
4374 3 5.5 41 – 9.22
4473 4 2.8 106 – 17.35
4486 5 5.0 702 60 30.52
4494 5 4.6 107 10 8.52
4526 4 8.0 107 25 12.06
4564 3 4.5 27 – 8.33
4649 4 8.0 431 21 24.25
4697 1 2.0 20 – 4.66
5846 6 9.1 191 – 13.68
7457 4 7.5 40 6 6.26
3607 5 9.9 36 – 20.72
5866 1 2.0 20 – 5.75
Notes: The last two galaxies, NGC 3607 and NGC 5866, are bonus
galaxies, in the sense that they were not originally included in the
SLUGGS survey but we have obtained and analysed their data using the
standard SLUGGS procedure. NGC is the number of spectroscopically
confirmed globular clusters per galaxy and Nsub is the number of globular
clusters identified as belonging to kinematic substructures in Section 2.2.
Rmax shows the radial extent probed per galaxy in units of the effective
radius, Re.
We design masks with 1 arcsec–wide slits targeting GC can-
didates and integrate per mask for an average of 2 hrs. We set up
DEIMOS with the 1200 lines mm−1 centred on 7800 Å. This en-
sures we have a wavelength resolution of ∼1.5Å and cover the CaT
absorption lines in the near–infrared (8498, 8542, 8662 Å) and of-
ten the Hα line at 6563 Å. We reduce our raw spectra using the
IDL SPEC2D data reduction pipeline (Cooper et al. 2012) and ob-
tain radial velocities by measuring the doppler shifts of the CaT
absorption lines using FXCOR task in IRAF. We cross–correlate
our science spectra with spectral templates of 13 carefully chosen
Galactic stars, obtained with the same instrument and set–up. The
final radial velocity for each object is the average from the cross–
correlation. The uncertainties on our radial velocities are obtained
by adding in quadrature the uncertainty outputs from FXCOR to
the standard deviation among the templates, typically ∼3 km s−1.
Finally, our science spectra are redshift–corrected.
To classify an object as a GC, we ensure that the CaT features
in the rest–frame spectra are seen at the expected rest wavelength
and the radial velocity is consistent with the host galaxy’s systemic
velocity (through a 3σ clipping implemented via the friendless–
algorithm of Merrett et al. (2003)). For secure classification as a
GC, we require that at least the 8542 and 8662 Å CaT lines are
observed, as well as the Hα line (when the Hα wavelength region
is probed). In addition, we obtain a consensus from at least two
members of the SLUGGS team on the status of our GC candidates.
Objects with contentious status, but radial velocities consistent with
the host galaxy’s systemic velocity, are classified as marginal GCs.
We do not use such objects in this work. Figure 1 shows the com-
posite galactocentric distribution of our homogeneous sample of
∼3500 GC line–of–sight velocities (Vlos) with well understood er-
rors used in this work. On average, our GC data extends to 10,
13 and 15 Re in the low (log(M∗/M) < 10.8)–, intermediate
(10.8 ≤ log(M∗/M) ≤ 11.3)– and high (log(M∗/M) > 11.3)–
stellar mass galaxies in our sample, respectively.
2.2 Kinematic substructures in GC systems
A fundamental assumption of mass modelling methods is that the
system of tracers is in dynamical equilibrium. However, if galax-
ies assembled their mass hierarchically via mergers and accretion
events, a lumpy “outer” halo is expected, especially in position–
velocity phase space (Bullock & Johnston 2005; Helmi 2008;
Cooper et al. 2013). The fossils of the accreted galaxies or satellite
galaxies undergoing disruption that have not been totally phase–
mixed can sometimes be isolated in position–velocity phase space,
even when the coherent structures are no longer evident in photo-
metric studies. For the immediate task of mass modelling, it is im-
portant to isolate tracers that show correlations in position–velocity
phase space, i.e. kinematic substructures, in order to avoid spurious
mass estimates.
For each galaxy, we use the Dressler–Schectman (DS) test
(Dressler & Shectman 1988; Ashman & Bird 1993; Pinkney et al.
1996; Mendel et al. 2008; Einasto et al. 2012) to detect substruc-
tures in position–velocity phase space and to quantify the signif-
icance of the substructures. For each GC, we compute the local
average velocity (V¯local) and velocity dispersion (σlocal) using the
Nnn =
√
NGC nearest neighbours (as advised by Pinkney et al.
1996). We then compare the local and global kinematics and sum
over all the GCs to obtain ∆, the DS statistic, for the GC system
using
∆ =
∑
i

 Nnn + 1σ2global
 [(V¯local,i − V¯global)2 + (σlocal,i − σglobal)2]

1
2
.
(1)
For a Gaussian–like Vlos distribution, ∆ is approximately of the or-
der of NGC and the larger its value, the more likely it is that the
GC system has substructures. However, a non–Gaussian Vlos distri-
bution can also produce a ∆ significantly different from NGC even
when there are no real substructures. Therefore, to properly iden-
tify substructures and statistically quantify their significance, we
perform a Monte Carlo experiment (repeated 5000 times) where
we randomly shuffle the Vlos of the GCs while keeping their po-
sitions fixed. This breaks any correlation between position and
Vlos while keeping the same velocity distribution and tests against
the null hypothesis that there is no correlation between position
and Vlos. The significance (p−value) is the number of times ∆
from the Monte Carlo experiment is greater than that from the
observed data divided by the total number of simulations, such
that smaller p−values correspond to stronger substructure signa-
tures. For GC systems with statistically significant substructures,
i.e p − val < 0.05, we identify and isolate the GCs with correlated
kinematics and re–perform the DS test on the “cleaned” dataset iter-
atively until p− val > 0.05. The total numbers of GCs removed per
globular cluster system are summarised in Table 1. Table 2 contains
the p−values for all the galaxies. We show the identified kinematic
substructures from the DS test in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Line–of–sight velocities of the ∼3500 GCs in our sample of 23 galaxies normalised by their respective galaxy central velocity dispersion (σkpc
from Table 2) versus galactocentric radius (in effective radius). The left panel shows the low–mass galaxies (NGC 7457, NGC 3377 and NGC 4564), the
middle panel shows intermediate mass galaxies (NGC 3608, NGC 4473, NGC 4278, NGC 821, NGC 3115, NGC 5866, NGC 1023, NGC 4494, NGC 4697,
NGC 4697, NGC 1400, NGC 4526, NGC 2768 and NGC 3607) while the right panel shows the high mass galaxies (NGC 720, NGC 5846, NGC 4374,
NGC 4365, NGC 4486, NGC 4649 and NGC 1407). GCs belonging to kinematic substructures have been excluded from this 2D histogram. The black dots
are the individual GCs while the colour bar shows the density of the points. On average, the GC line–of–sight velocities extend out to 13 Re per galaxy.
We ensure that our final samples are free of substructures as
identified by the DS test. We further compare mass estimates with
and without the identified substructures in Section 3.5 to ascertain
the effect of substructures on our mass estimation. However, we
defer a detailed discussion of these substructures, within the context
of hierarchical galaxy mass assembly, to a future paper.
3 ANALYSIS
3.1 Tracer mass estimators (TMEs)
The TMEs are generally expressed as
Mp(< rout) =
C
GN
N∑
i=1
V2los ,iR
λ
i (2)
where rout is the de–projected radius of the outermost GC, G is the
gravitational constant and Mp is the pressure–supported mass, i.e.
equation 2 assumes no rotation of the system. In practice rout is
taken as the projected galactocentric radius of the outermost GC.
The prefactor C varies with TMEs but depends on the slope of the
gravitational potential (α, see Section 3.2.1), the orbital distribution
of the GCs (β, see Section 3.2.2) and the de–projected density pro-
file of the GCs (γ, see Section 3.2.3). C is defined with two choices
as
C =

16(α + γ − 2β)
pi(4 − 3β)
4 − α − γ
3 − γ
1 − (rin/rout)3−γ
1 − (rin/rout)4−α−γ (i)
(α + γ − 2β)
Iα,β
r1−αout (ii)
(3)
where rin is the de–projected radius of the innermost GC and
Iα,β =
pi1/2Γ( α2 + 1)
4Γ( α2 +
5
2 )
[
α + 3 − β(α + 2)] (4)
with Γ(x) being the gamma function. Equations 3 (i) and (ii) are
from Evans et al. (2003) and Watkins et al. (2010); An & Evans
(2011), respectively. λ ≡ 1 in the TME of Evans et al. (2003) and
λ ≡ α in those of W+10 and An & Evans (2011). Our kinematic
data consist of N line–of–sight velocity (Vlos ,i) measurements at
circularised galactocentric radii (Ri) defined as:
R =
√
qX2 +
Y2
q
(5)
where q is the ratio of the galaxy photometric minor to major axis
(q = 1 − ), with X and Y as the projected cartesian coordinates of
individual GCs on the sky. Equation 5 is from Romanowsky et al.
(2012), and it ensures that Ri is in a consistent format with the cir-
cularised effective radii (Cappellari et al. 2013b) we have used for
our analysis.
The TME of W+10 has been shown to outperform that of
Evans et al. (see W+10), and that of An et al. is just a special case
of W+10 where γ ≡ 3. We therefore use the more general TME of
W+10 for further analyses and hereafter refer to it as TME.
3.2 Defining α, β and γ
3.2.1 The power–law slope of the gravitational potential – α
In the TME formalism, the gravitational potential is described
mathematically by a power–law function. This is assumed to be
valid in the region probed and the slope is allowed to vary over
−1 ≤ α ≤ 1 such that
Φ(r) ∝

v20
α
(a
r
)α
(α , 0)
v20 log
(a
r
)
(α = 0).
(6)
α = 0 corresponds to an isothermal potential with a flat circular ve-
locity curve (CVC) and α = 1 corresponds to a Keplerian potential
around a point mass, characterised by a declining CVC. v0 is the
circular velocity at scale radius a.
The power–law slope of the gravitational potential is a priori
unknown and in the following we use different assumptions based
on observations and/or theory to constrain our choice of α. The
simplest clue about α is to be found from recent studies (e.g. Auger
et al. 2010; Thomas et al. 2011; Cappellari et al. 2015) where the
total mass density of ETGs was found to be nearly isothermal with
a small intrinsic scatter i.e ρ(r) ∝ r−2. These studies therefore sug-
gest that α∼0. However, there are indications of a trend in the log-
arithmic slope of the total mass density profiles for ETGs with the
more (less) massive ETGs having shallower (steeper) slopes both
observationally (e.g. Barnabe` et al. 2011,D+12,Tortora et al. 2014)
and from cosmological simulations (e.g. Remus et al. 2013; Dutton
et al. 2013). This implies that a variety of shapes would be seen in
the CVCs at large radii.
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Figure 2. GC bubble diagrams from the Dressler–Shectman substructure test. The circles represent the GCs and have been scaled to show the differences
between local and global kinematics, such that bigger circles show higher probability of kinematic substructures. Galaxy ID and statistical significance of the
identified substructures are shown on each plot (the smaller the p–value, the higher the significance of the substructure). North is up and East is left in all the
plots.
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Table 2. General properties of our galxies.
Galaxy MK Dist. Vsys Re σkpc  ρenv log(M∗/M) p − val α γ corr Vrot/σ
[NGC] [mag] [Mpc] [km s−1] [′′] [km s−1] [Mpc−3]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)
720 −25.09 26.9 1745 35 227 0.49 0.25 11.35 0.051 0.058 2.66 0.92 0.42+0.24−0.17
821 −24.14 23.4 1718 40 193 0.35 0.08 10.97 0.411 0.234 2.90 0.98 0.40+0.20−0.18
1023 −24.16 11.1 602 48 183 0.63 0.57 10.98 < 0.009 0.230 2.89 0.85 0.65+0.21−0.18
1400 −24.53 26.8 558 28 236 0.13 0.07 11.12 0.288 0.163 2.80 1.01 0.22+0.20−0.15
1407 −25.72 26.8 1779 63 252 0.07 0.42 11.60 0.106 -0.056 2.60 1.01 0.04+0.08−0.07
2768 −24.91 21.8 1353 63 206 0.57 0.31 11.28 0.364 0.092 2.70 0.88 0.50+0.15−0.15
3115 −24.15 9.4 663 35 248 0.66 0.08 10.97 0.043 0.232 2.89 0.83 0.94+0.15−0.16
3377 −22.83 10.9 690 36 135 0.33 0.49 10.44 0.419 0.477 3.23 0.98 0.23+0.14−0.10
3608 −23.78 22.3 1226 30 179 0.20 0.56 10.82 0.953 0.301 2.99 1.01 0.21+0.26−0.18
4278 −23.93 15.6 620 32 228 0.09 1.25 10.88 0.73 0.273 2.95 1.01 0.13+0.08−0.07
4365 −25.43 23.1 1243 53 253 0.24 2.93 11.48 0.195 -0.003 2.57 1.00 0.15+0.10−0.08
4374 −25.36 18.5 1017 53 284 0.05 3.99 11.46 0.472 0.009 2.59 1.01 0.45+0.25−0.24
4473 −23.90 15.2 2260 27 189 0.43 2.17 10.87 0.537 0.279 2.96 0.95 0.23+0.15−0.11
4486 −25.55 16.7 1284 81 307 0.16 4.17 11.53 < 0.001 -0.027 2.54 1.01 0.14+0.06−0.05
4494 −24.27 16.6 1342 49 157 0.14 1.04 11.02 0.018 0.210 2.86 1.01 0.51+0.15−0.14
4526 −24.81 16.4 617 45 233 0.76 2.45 11.23 < 0.001 0.111 2.73 0.77 0.61+0.23−0.24
4564 −23.17 15.9 1155 20 153 0.53 4.09 10.58 0.054 0.414 3.14 0.90 1.80+0.51−0.33
4649 −25.61 16.5 1110 66 308 0.16 3.49 11.56 < 0.001 -0.037 2.53 1.01 0.34+0.07−0.08
4697 −24.29 12.5 1252 62 180 0.32 0.60 11.03 0.394 0.206 2.86 0.98 2.37+0.83−0.86
5846 −25.22 24.2 1712 59 231 0.08 0.84 11.40 0.553 0.034 2.62 1.01 0.08+0.09−0.07
7457 −22.42 12.9 844 36 74 0.47 0.13 10.28 0.014 0.552 3.33 0.93 1.90+0.53−0.42
3607 −24.96 22.2 942 39 229 0.13 0.34 11.29 0.227 0.084 2.69 1.01 0.18+0.22−0.15
5866 −24.15 14.9 755 36 163 0.58 0.24 10.97 0.978 0.232 2.89 0.88 0.16+1.06−0.36
Column Description: (1) galaxy name; (2) total extinction–corrected K–band magnitude, obtained using the absolute K–band magnitude from 2MASS
(Jarrett et al. 2000), dust extinction correction from Schlegel et al. (1998) and the correction to the 2MASS photometry due to sky over–subtraction from
Scott et al. (2013); (3)–(8) are from Brodie et al. (2014) and include (3) distance; (4) systemic velocity; (5) effective (half–light) radius; (6) central stellar
velocity dispersion within 1 kpc; (7) ellipticity and (8) environmental density of neighbouring galaxies; (9) total logarithmic stellar mass, obtained from the
absolute K–band magnitude, assuming M/LK = 1 (here and elsewhere in the paper, stellar mass–to–light ratio is quoted in units of M/L,K); typical
uncertainties on our stellar masses are ∼0.15 dex.; (10) statistical significance of having kinematic substructures in globular cluster system [see Section. 2.2
for derivation of column (10)]; (11) the power–law slope of the gravitational potential; (12) the power–law slope of the de–projected globular cluster density
profile [see Section. 3.2 for derivation of columns (11) and (12)]; (13) normalising factor to correct for effect of galaxy flattening on dynamical mass estimate
and (14) rotation dominance parameter for the globular cluster system, after removing kinematic substructures where relevant [see Section. 3.4 for columns
(13) and (14)]
Under the assumption of a power–law gravitational potential,
α can be evaluated (see Evans 1994) as the logarithmic slope of the
CVC at large radii
α ≡ − lim
R→∞
d log V2c
d log R
. (7)
Using equation 7 we determine α given the CVCs from the cosmo-
logical hydrodynamical resimulations of Oser et al. (2010, 2012).
We use the logarithmic slopes of their CVCs as analysed by Wu
et al. (2014), hereafter Wu+14, in 42 of these simulated ETGs. The
simulated ETGs have stellar masses over the range 2.7 × 1010 −
4.7 × 1011 M, comparable to the stellar mass range in this study.
The logarithmic slope is evaluated at 5 Re. We find an empirical
relation between α and the logarithm of the stellar mass by fitting a
linear function to the data (see Figure 3). The best–fit linear func-
tion to the data is
α = (−0.46 ± 0.06) × log(M∗/M) + (5.29 ± 0.68) (8)
with a rms scatter of 0.13±0.01. Using equation 7 and the radially
extended CVC data (out to 20 kpc) for ETGs published in Trujillo-
Gomez et al. (2011), we confirm that the relation obtained above is
consistent with observations in the region of overlap. Our best–fit
function is similar to those reported in Tortora et al. (2014) deter-
mined at much more central radii of 0.5 and 1 Re. When constrained
this way, α reflects the shallower (steeper) total mass density pro-
files for more (less) massive ETGs. With equation 8, α ∼ 0.4 for an
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Figure 3. The power–law slope of the gravitational potential, α vs. galaxy
stellar mass. The blue circles are from the simulated ETGs in Wu et al.
(2014), while the brown stars are from the observational data published in
Trujillo-Gomez et al. (2011). The solid line is the best–fit to the predictions
from Wu et al. (2014).
arbitrary galaxy with MW–like stellar mass, consistent with the re-
sults for the MW potential in Yencho et al. (2006) and Watkins et al.
(2010). Table 2 contains a summary of α adopted for the galaxies
in this study, given their stellar mass.
3.2.2 The orbital anisotropy parameter – β
The Binney anisotropy parameter, β, (Binney & Tremaine 1987)
describes the orbital distribution of the GCs. It can be a major
source of uncertainty in mass modelling of ETGs as it is poorly
constrained. It is defined (assuming spherical symmetry) as
β = 1 − σ
2
θ
σ2r
(9)
where σθ and σr are the tangential and radial velocity disper-
sions, respectively. The TMEs are based on the assumption of
constant anisotropy with radius. We do not fit for β, but rather
we derive mass estimates assuming β = 0, 0.5,−0.5, correspond-
ing to isotropic, strong radial and mild tangential anisotropies, re-
spectively. Our choice of ±0.5 is predicated on results from mass
modelling where typical anisotropies are usually defined such that
−0.5 ≤ β ≤ 0.5 (Gerhard et al. 2001; Cappellari et al. 2007). We
show in Section 3.3 the sensitivity of our mass estimates to this
parameter.
3.2.3 The power–law slope of the de–projected GC density
profile – γ
We follow Harris (1976) and derive the de–projected GC density
distribution n(r) ∼ r−γ given the projected density profiles of pho-
tometric GCs in the plane of the sky i.e. N(R) ∼ R−(γ−1). It is
well known that the slope of the GC surface density profile varies
with the galaxy luminosity (e.g. Harris 1986; Kissler-Patig 1997;
Dirsch et al. 2005; Bekki & Forbes 2006). We therefore make a
compilation of measured slopes of the GC density profiles (which
we de–project) from wide–field photometric studies in the litera-
ture (Kissler-Patig 1997; Okon´ & Harris 2002; Puzia et al. 2004;
10.4 10.6 10.8 11.0 11.2 11.4 11.6
log(M ∗/M¯)
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Figure 4. The power–law slope of the de–projected GC density profile, γ
vs. galaxy stellar mass. Data points are from Kissler-Patig 1997; Okon´ &
Harris 2002; Puzia et al. 2004; Bassino et al. 2006; Sikkema et al. 2006;
Rhode et al. 2007; Faifer et al. 2011 and Deason et al. 2012, as summarized
in the plot legend. The solid line is a linear fit to all of the data.
Bassino et al. 2006; Sikkema et al. 2006; Rhode et al. 2007; Faifer
et al. 2011, D+12) and the corresponding stellar mass of the host
galaxy (using distance from Tonry et al. 2001; Blakeslee et al.
2009; Brodie et al. 2014, the absolute K–band magnitude from
2MASS, the correction from Scott et al. 2013 and assuming a stel-
lar M/LK = 1). Figure 4 shows the deprojected–power law slopes
as a function of galaxy stellar mass. The best–fit linear function to
the data is
γ = (−0.63 ± 0.17) × log(M∗/M) + (9.81 ± 1.94) (10)
with a rms scatter of 0.29±0.04 in the data around the best–fit line.
With this linear relation we estimate the de–projected slope of the
GC density profile of a galaxy given its stellar mass. This is a useful
tool when the photometric data are not readily available. Table 2
contains a summary of γ for all the galaxies in this study.
The power–law slope of the de–projected GC density profile
is thus constrained to 2 ≤ γ ≤ 4, with more massive ETGs having
shallower profiles and lower–mass ETGs showing steeper profiles.
For a galaxy with MW–like stellar mass, we find γ = 3.3, similar
to that of the Galaxy, ∼3.5 (Harris 1976; Watkins et al. 2010).
3.3 Sensitivity of pressure–supported mass estimates to α, β
and γ
We investigate the effects of the adopted values of α, β and γ on
the pressure–supported mass estimates, Mp, from equation 2, us-
ing NGC 1407 as a test case. Di Cintio et al. (2012) showed that
while the variations in Mp due to uncertainties in γ and β can be
generalized, that due to changes in α is a complicated function (see
their equation 19) that varies from galaxy to galaxy, depending on
the radial distribution of the tracers. Figure 5 shows Mp within 5 Re
for NGC 1407. For our sensitivity tests, we extend the range of β
out to ±1 to study mass–anisotropy dependencies at more extreme
values. The left panel shows Mp when γ ≡ 3, −0.1 ≤ α ≤ 0.5
and −1.0 ≤ β ≤ 1.0. In the middle panel, α ≡ 0, 2 ≤ γ ≤ 4 and
−1.0 ≤ β ≤ 1.0. The two plots reveal that mass estimates are least
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sensitive to β and most sensitive to the assumed potential slope, α.
For example, a 0.5 change in γ when β = 0 and α = 0 alters the
mass estimate by ∼20 per cent while a change of 0.1 in α at β = 0
and γ = 3 changes the mass by ∼30 per cent. Ignorance of the na-
ture of β becomes an increasingly important issue only when the
orbital distribution of the tracers is strongly radial, i.e., β ≥ 0.5. We
have also performed this test on all the other galaxies in the sam-
ple and confirm that in all cases Mp is most sensitive to α and least
sensitive to β.
For galaxies with nearly isothermal gravitational potentials,
radially biased orbital distributions increasingly lead to lower total
mass estimates. However, in strongly Keplerian potentials, radially
biased orbital distributions would lead to higher mass estimates.
This implies that when α+ γ < 3, the total mass obtained under the
assumption of tangential anisotropy is greater than that obtained as-
suming radial anisotropy. In the same way, when α+γ > 3, the total
mass obtained under the assumption of tangential anisotropy is less
than that obtained assuming radial anisotropy. This is the classic sit-
uation from dynamical modelling studies with stars and PN in the
far outer haloes e.g. (Dekel et al. 2005). When α + γ ∼ 3, the mass
estimates are insensitive to β, similar to the result reported in Wolf
et al. (2010) for pressure supported galaxies. Also, when β → 1
(see right panel), particularly for galaxies with an isothermal grav-
itational potential i.e. more massive ellipticals, the mass estimates
become degenerate (see also Wolf et al. 2010). The typical α and γ
pair adopted for the low–, intermediate– and high– mass galaxies
in our sample are (0.4, 3.4), (0.2, 2.9) and (0, 2.6), respectively.
3.4 Quantifying the effects of galaxy flattening and GC
rotation on mass estimates
The tracer mass estimators are built on the assumption that galaxies
are spherically symmetric and pressure–supported. However, these
assumptions are not always valid and mass estimates thus need to
properly account for other realities. Edge–on and face–on galaxies,
under the sphericity assumption, would have their masses over–
estimated or under–estimated, respectively (see Bacon 1985; Ben-
der et al. 1994; Magorrian & Ballantyne 2001), closely mimicking
the mass–anisotropy degeneracy. A flattening–based mass correc-
tion of some sort is therefore necessary. Galaxies in our sample
have been deliberately chosen with a bias towards edge–on inclina-
tions to reduce confusion in mass estimates from projection effects,
hence we are affected more by over–estimation. We apply the nor-
malizing factor from Bacon 1985 to correct for the effect of galaxy
flattening on our dynamical mass estimates (their eqn. 9), assuming
that GC systems have the same ellipticity as the galaxy stars. We
multiply our mass estimate Mp (obtained under the assumption of
sphericity i.e. q′ ∼ 1), from equation 2, by a factor corr to nor-
malise to mass when q = 1 − . We use
corr(q′, q) =
(
e′
e
)−3
· (sin
−1e′ − e′q′)(1 − q2) − 2q′2(sin−1e′ − e′/q′)(q2 − q′2)
(1 − q′2)(sin−1e − eq)
(11)
where e′ = (1 − q′)1/2 and e = (1 − q)1/2.
Figure 6 shows the effects of galaxy flattening on the to-
tal mass estimates within 5 Re after applying the correction from
equation 11. The average difference in total mass estimates due to
galaxy flattening is ∼5 per cent. This reflects the bias of our galaxy
sample in favour of edge–on galaxies. We note that the severity of
the over–estimation is highest for NGC 4526 (with  = 0.76, where
the total mass would have been over–estimated by ∼20 per cent).
We list the correction factors so obtained for each galaxy in Table 2
and report dynamical mass estimates corrected for galaxy flattening
in Table 3.
Similarly, dynamical masses obtained under the assumption of
non–rotating tracers would be largely under–estimated for galaxies
where the tracer population has kinematics dominated by rotation.
Flattened (disky) ETGs have been shown to be mostly fast cen-
tral rotators (Krajnovic´ et al. 2011), with some of them observed
to remain fast rotators even at large radii (e.g. Arnold et al. 2014).
This result has been confirmed in studies that probed the kinemat-
ics of ETGs beyond 5 Re (e.g. Coccato et al. 2009; Pota et al. 2013)
with dynamical tracers often showing significant rotation in the
outer haloes. Therefore, there is a non–negligible mass contribu-
tion from rotation, especially in the flattened ETGs, that needs to
be accounted for. We obtain the best fit rotation amplitude (Vrot),
velocity dispersion (σ) and kinematic position angle (PAkin), re-
spectively, for each galaxy by fitting
Vmod,i = Vsys ± Vrot√
1 +
(
tan(PAi−PAkin)
qkin
)2 (12)
to our GC data while we minimise
χ2 ∝
∑
i
[
(Vi − Vmod,i)2
(σ2 + (∆Vi)2)
+ ln(σ2 + (∆Vi)2)
]
. (13)
These equations are commonly used in studies of GC kinematics
(e.g. Bergond et al. 2006; Pota et al. 2013). In equations 12 and 13,
Vi, ∆Vi and PAi are the measured radial velocities, uncertainties
on the measured radial velocities and position angles of the GCs,
respectively. Vsys is the galaxy recession velocity and we fix qkin
to the photometric axial ratio q. The uncertainties on the kinematic
parameters are obtained through Monte Carlo simulations.
We summarise the significance of rotation by quantifying
Vrot/σ for each GC system. We note that while few ETGs have GC
systems that are rotation dominated with Vrot/σ > 1, most of them
show significant rotation (Vrot/σ ≥ 0.4). We therefore quantify the
rotationally supported mass, Mrot, enclosed within projected radius
Rout using
Mrot =
RoutVrot2
G
(14)
Figure 7 shows the contribution from rotation to the total mass
within 5 Re. For galaxies in our sample, the average contribution
from rotation to the total mass is ∼6 per cent, with the maximum
under–estimation of ∼20 per cent in NGC 4526 and NGC 4564.
3.5 Quantifying the effect of kinematic substructures on
mass estimates
For the galaxies with statistically significant kinematic substruc-
tures, identified in Section 2.2, we obtain new mass estimates us-
ing the cleaned catalogues and compare them with the mass esti-
mates from the original catalogues, within 5 Re and under differ-
ent isotropy assumptions. Figure 8 shows the fractional change in
the mass estimate due to the kinematic substructure (∆M/Mtot)sub
for isotropic, radial and tangential velocity distributions. Remov-
ing kinematic substructures lead to reduction in mass estimates
and for our galaxy sample, the average over–estimation varies from
∼14 − 19 per cent, depending on velocity anisotropy. This agrees
with the study of Yencho et al. (2006) where the effect of substruc-
ture on mass estimate of galaxies was found to be ∼20 per cent.
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of pressure–supported mass estimate for NGC 1407 within 5 effective radii to parameters α, β and γ. Left panel: Mass estimate when
γ ≡ 3, with −0.1 ≤ α ≤ 0.5 and −1.0 ≤ β ≤ 1.0. A 0.1 change in α at β = 0 and γ = 3 corresponds to a change in the mass estimate of ∼30 per cent. Middle
panel: Mass estimate when α ≡ 0, with 2.0 ≤ γ ≤ 4.0 and −1.0 ≤ β ≤ 1.0. A change of 0.5 in γ at β = 0 and α = 0 changes the mass estimate by ∼20
per cent. Mass estimates significantly diverge for β = 0.5, with strongly radial orbital distributions producing extremely divergent mass estimates. Note that
when α + γ = 3, mass estimates are very insensitive to β. The asterisks show the pressure–supported mass estimates for NGC 1407 when β is −0.5, 0, 0.5,
respectively. Right panel: At the shallow limit of the power–law slope of the mass tracers (i.e. γ = 2) and isothermal gravitational potential (i.e. α ∼ 0),
strongly radial orbits produce degenerate mass estimates.
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Figure 6. Bar chart showing effect of galaxy flattening on the total dynam-
ical mass within 5 Re. For our galaxy sample, we are largely affected by
mass over–estimation, with an average mass over–estimation due to galaxy
flattening of ∼5 per cent.
The greatest fractional mass over–estimation is found in NGC 4526
(∼30 per cent). For the galaxies with identified kinematic substruc-
tures, the total mass estimates in Table 3 are from the cleaned cat-
alogues i.e. corrected for substructures.
3.6 Total mass estimates
Table 3 contains a summary of the mass contribution from rotation,
Mrot and pressure support, Mp (corrected for galaxy flattening) for
all the galaxies studied in this paper. Mp is calculated with Vrot sub-
tracted from Vlos,i as prescribed in Evans et al. (2003). We account
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Figure 7. Bar chart showing effect of rotation in the tracer population on
the total dynamical mass within 5 Re. For our galaxy sample, the average
mass under–estimation is ∼6 per cent.
for the effects of galaxy flattening and rotation in our total dynam-
ical mass estimate, Mtot(< Rout) using
Mtot(< Rout) = corr × Mp(< Rout) + Mrot (15)
Again, we note that for galaxies with identified kinematic substruc-
tures, the mass estimates in Table 3 are from the cleaned cata-
logues. For example, in NGC 3115, we account for the mass over–
estimation due to galaxy flattening by applying a ∼15 per cent re-
duction to Mp, and it is this corrected value that we show in Table
3.
The mass estimates we list in Table 3 have been obtained as-
suming β ≡ −0.5, 0, 0.5. The uncertainty on the total mass varies
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Table 3. Summary of mass estimates and dark matter fractions assuming different anisotropy. The results shown here have been obtained using the tracer mass
estimator of Watkins et al. 2010, (see Section 3.1 for details) and assuming stellar M/LK = 1. Mp is the pressure–supported mass and it has been corrected for
the effect of galaxy flattening. Mrot is the rotationally–supported mass. Mtot is the total dynamical mass after correcting for galaxy flattening, rotation in the
GC system and the presence of kinematic substructures (for galaxies with p < 0.05). fDM is the dark matter fraction. We list masses enclosed within spheres
of radius 5 Re and Rmax, the maximum galactocentric radius where we have GC kinematic data.
Galaxy β Mrot(< 5Re) Mp(< 5Re) Mtot(< 5Re) fDM(< 5Re) Rmax Mrot(< Rmax) Mp(< Rmax) Mtot(< Rmax) fDM(< Rmax)
[NGC] [1010M] [1011M] [1011M] [Re] [1010M] [1011M] [1011M]
720 0 2.0 ±0.4 3.4 ±0.8 3.6 ±0.7 0.46±0.16 19.05 7.6 ±1.4 11.9 ±2.4 12.7 ±2.2 0.83±0.05
0.5 3.3 ±0.7 3.5 ±0.7 0.43±0.19 7.6 ±1.4 11.3 ±2.2 12.1 ±2.1 0.82±0.05
-0.5 3.5 ±0.8 3.7 ±0.7 0.47±0.16 7.6 ±1.4 12.1 ±2.4 12.9 ±2.2 0.83±0.05
821 0 1.9 ±0.4 4.0 ±0.8 4.2 ±0.8 0.81±0.06 8.70 3.4 ±0.7 5.6 ±1.0 6.0 ±1.0 0.85±0.04
0.5 4.2 ±0.8 4.4 ±0.8 0.81±0.06 3.4 ±0.7 5.8 ±1.1 6.2 ±1.1 0.86±0.04
-0.5 4.0 ±0.8 4.2 ±0.8 0.8 ±0.06 3.4 ±0.8 5.5 ±1.0 5.9 ±1.0 0.85±0.04
1023 0 2.4 ±0.4 1.4 ±0.3 1.6 ±0.2 0.48±0.13 16.15 7.7 ±1.4 3.2 ±0.6 4.0 ±0.5 0.76±0.05
0.5 1.5 ±0.3 1.7 ±0.2 0.49±0.12 7.7 ±1.4 3.3 ±0.6 4.1 ±0.5 0.77±0.05
-0.5 1.4 ±0.3 1.6 ±0.2 0.47±0.12 7.7 ±1.4 3.1 ±0.6 3.9 ±0.5 0.76±0.05
1400 0 0.4 ±0.1 2.3 ±0.5 2.3 ±0.5 0.5 ±0.19 20.62 1.6 ±0.6 7.2 ±1.3 7.4 ±1.3 0.82±0.04
0.5 2.3 ±0.5 2.4 ±0.5 0.5 ±0.18 1.6 ±0.6 7.2 ±1.3 7.4 ±1.3 0.82±0.05
-0.5 2.3 ±0.5 2.3 ±0.6 0.49±0.23 1.6 ±0.6 7.2 ±1.3 7.3 ±1.3 0.82±0.05
1407 0 0.1 ±0.0 11.5±1.1 11.5±1.1 0.71±0.06 14.14 0.2 ±0.1 36.6 ±2.7 36.6 ±2.6 0.9 ±0.02
0.5 10.2±1.0 10.2±1.0 0.67±0.07 0.2 ±0.1 32.3 ±2.4 32.3 ±2.3 0.88±0.02
-0.5 12.2±1.2 12.2±1.2 0.72±0.06 0.2 ±0.1 38.7 ±2.8 38.7 ±2.9 0.9 ±0.02
2768 0 4.5 ±0.4 6.7 ±1.1 7.1 ±1.0 0.77±0.07 11.36 10.3±0.9 13.1 ±2.1 14.1 ±1.8 0.87±0.04
0.5 6.5 ±1.1 6.9 ±0.9 0.76±0.07 10.3±0.9 12.7 ±2.0 13.7 ±1.8 0.87±0.04
-0.5 6.8 ±1.1 7.2 ±1.0 0.77±0.07 10.3±0.8 13.3 ±2.1 14.3 ±1.8 0.87±0.04
3115 0 3.2 ±0.6 1.7 ±0.3 2.0 ±0.3 0.57±0.08 18.35 11.8±2.3 4.5 ±0.7 5.7 ±0.6 0.83±0.02
0.5 1.8 ±0.3 2.1 ±0.3 0.58±0.07 11.8±2.3 4.6 ±0.7 5.8 ±0.6 0.84±0.02
-0.5 1.7 ±0.3 2.0 ±0.3 0.56±0.09 11.8±2.2 4.4 ±0.6 5.6 ±0.6 0.83±0.02
3377 0 0.1 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1 0.58±0.08 14.34 0.3 ±0.2 1.2 ±0.2 1.3 ±0.2 0.79±0.04
0.5 0.7 ±0.1 0.7 ±0.1 0.63±0.07 0.3 ±0.1 1.4 ±0.2 1.5 ±0.2 0.81±0.03
-0.5 0.6 ±0.1 0.6 ±0.1 0.55±0.1 0.3 ±0.1 1.2 ±0.2 1.2 ±0.2 0.77±0.04
3608 0 0.3 ±0.2 3.3 ±1.1 3.4 ±1.1 0.82±0.18 9.75 0.7 ±0.4 4.3 ±1.2 4.4 ±1.2 0.85±0.08
0.5 3.6 ±1.1 3.6 ±1.2 0.83±0.26 0.7 ±0.4 4.6 ±1.3 4.7 ±1.3 0.86±0.07
-0.5 3.2 ±1.0 3.3 ±1.1 0.82±0.6 0.7 ±0.4 4.2 ±1.2 4.3 ±1.1 0.85±0.06
4278 0 0.2 ±0.1 2.8 ±0.3 2.8 ±0.4 0.75±0.06 14.87 0.5 ±0.2 6.5 ±0.6 6.5 ±0.6 0.88±0.02
0.5 2.9 ±0.4 3.0 ±0.4 0.76±0.06 0.5 ±0.2 6.9 ±0.6 6.9 ±0.6 0.89±0.02
-0.5 2.7 ±0.3 2.7 ±0.3 0.74±0.06 0.5 ±0.2 6.3 ±0.5 6.4 ±0.6 0.88±0.03
4365 0 1.0 ±0.2 12.0±1.3 12.1 ±1.3 0.78±0.05 12.90 2.6 ±0.5 29.5 ±2.6 29.8 ±2.7 0.9 ±0.02
0.5 11.0±1.2 11.1±1.2 0.76±0.05 2.6 ±0.5 27.0 ±2.4 27.3 ±2.5 0.89±0.02
-0.5 12.5±1.3 12.6±1.4 0.79±0.05 2.6 ±0.5 30.8 ±2.8 31.1 ±2.8 0.91±0.02
4374 0 8.8 ±2.0 13.2±3.4 14.1±3.3 0.82±0.06 9.22 16.2±3.7 21.0 ±4.8 22.6 ±4.8 0.88±0.04
0.5 12.2±3.1 13.1±3.1 0.81±0.07 16.2±3.9 19.4 ±4.5 21.0 ±4.5 0.87±0.04
-0.5 13.7±3.5 14.6±3.7 0.83±0.07 16.2±3.6 21.8 ±5.0 23.4 ±5.1 0.88±0.04
4473 0 0.2 ±0.1 1.4 ±0.3 1.4 ±0.3 0.52±0.12 17.35 0.8 ±0.4 3.6 ±0.5 3.6 ±0.5 0.8 ±0.04
0.5 1.5 ±0.3 1.5 ±0.3 0.55±0.12 0.8 ±0.4 3.8 ±0.6 3.9 ±0.5 0.81±0.04
-0.5 1.4 ±0.3 1.4 ±0.3 0.51±0.12 0.8 ±0.4 3.5 ±0.5 3.5 ±0.5 0.79±0.04
4486 0 1.6 ±0.2 24.0±1.7 24.2±1.8 0.88±0.01 30.52 9.8 ±1.1 146.0±8.2 147.0±8.1 0.98±0.0
0.5 21.6±1.6 21.8±1.6 0.86±0.01 9.8 ±1.1 131.0±7.4 132.0±7.2 0.97±0.0
-0.5 25.2±1.8 25.4±1.9 0.88±0.01 9.8 ±1.1 153.0±8.6 154.0±8.6 0.98±0.0
4494 0 1.2 ±0.1 1.4 ±0.2 1.5 ±0.2 0.39±0.12 8.52 2.0 ±0.3 1.9 ±0.3 2.1 ±0.3 0.53±0.09
0.5 1.4 ±0.2 1.6 ±0.2 0.41±0.12 2.0 ±0.2 2.0 ±0.3 2.2 ±0.3 0.54±0.08
-0.5 1.4 ±0.2 1.5 ±0.2 0.38±0.13 2.0 ±0.2 1.9 ±0.3 2.1 ±0.3 0.52±0.09
4526 0 2.9 ±0.6 3.1 ±0.8 3.4 ±0.6 0.56±0.14 12.06 7.0 ±1.5 6.5 ±1.3 7.2 ±1.1 0.77±0.06
0.5 3.1 ±0.8 3.4 ±0.6 0.55±0.14 7.0 ±1.4 6.4 ±1.3 7.1 ±1.0 0.77±0.06
-0.5 3.2 ±0.8 3.5 ±0.6 0.56±0.13 7.0 ±1.4 6.6 ±1.4 7.3 ±1.1 0.77±0.06
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Table 3. Continued.
Galaxy β Mrot(< 5Re) Mp(< 5Re) Mtot(< 5Re) fDM(< 5Re) Rmax Mrot(< Rmax) Mp(< Rmax) Mtot(< Rmax) fDM(< Rmax)
[NGC] [1010M] [1011M] [1011M] [Re] [1010M] [1011M] [1011M]
4564 0 2.4 ±0.4 0.8 ±0.3 1.0 ±0.2 0.65±0.17 8.33 4.0 ±0.7 0.9 ±0.3 1.3 ±0.3 0.72±0.1
0.5 0.9 ±0.3 1.1 ±0.3 0.68±0.13 4.0 ±0.6 1.0 ±0.3 1.4 ±0.3 0.74±0.08
-0.5 0.7 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.2 0.64±0.16 4.0 ±0.6 0.9 ±0.3 1.3 ±0.3 0.71±0.09
4649 0 3.8 ±0.3 10.9±0.9 11.3±0.9 0.72±0.05 24.25 18.6±1.6 53.8 ±3.8 55.7 ±3.7 0.94±0.01
0.5 9.8 ±0.8 10.2±0.8 0.69±0.06 18.6±1.6 48.2 ±3.4 50.1 ±3.4 0.93±0.01
-0.5 11.5±0.9 11.9±1.0 0.74±0.05 18.6±1.6 56.6 ±4.0 58.5 ±4.1 0.94±0.01
4697 0 20.3±3.4 7.0 ±2.4 9.1 ±2.4 0.9 ±0.04 4.66 – – – –
0.5 7.2 ±2.4 9.3 ±2.4 0.9 ±0.05 – – – –
-0.5 6.9 ±2.3 9.0 ±2.3 0.9 ±0.42 – – – –
5846 0 0.3 ±0.1 12.4±1.6 12.4±1.7 0.83±0.05 13.68 0.8 ±0.2 32.6 ±3.5 32.7 ±3.5 0.93±0.02
0.5 11.6±1.5 11.6±1.5 0.81±0.05 0.8 ±0.2 30.6 ±3.3 30.7 ±3.2 0.92±0.02
-0.5 12.8±1.7 12.8±1.7 0.83±0.04 0.8 ±0.2 33.6 ±3.6 33.7 ±3.5 0.93±0.02
7457 0 1.9 ±0.2 0.9 ±0.3 1.1 ±0.2 0.84±0.05 6.26 2.4 ±0.3 1.0 ±0.3 1.2 ±0.2 0.85±0.05
0.5 1.1 ±0.3 1.3 ±0.3 0.86±0.05 2.4 ±0.3 1.1 ±0.3 1.3 ±0.3 0.87±0.05
-0.5 0.9 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.2 0.83±0.06 2.4 ±0.3 0.9 ±0.2 1.1 ±0.2 0.84±0.05
3607 0 0.3 ±0.1 2.5 ±0.7 2.5 ±0.7 0.3 ±0.45 20.72 1.3 ±0.6 10.0 ±2.4 10.1 ±2.4 0.81±0.1
0.5 2.4 ±0.6 2.4 ±0.6 0.28±0.6 1.3 ±0.6 9.6 ±2.3 9.7 ±2.4 0.8 ±0.09
-0.5 2.5 ±0.7 2.5 ±0.7 0.31±0.32 1.3 ±0.6 10.1 ±2.4 10.2 ±2.4 0.81±0.07
5866 0 0.1 ±0.3 1.2 ±0.6 1.3 ±0.5 0.33±0.45 5.75 – – – –
0.5 1.3 ±0.6 1.3 ±0.5 0.35±1.01 – – – –
-0.5 1.2 ±0.6 1.2 ±0.5 0.31±1.93 – – – –
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Figure 8. Effect of kinematic substructures on mass estimates within 5 Re
for galaxies with statistically significant kinematic substructures. The bar
chart shows the fractional mass over–estimation due to kinematic substruc-
tures. It also shows how the mass estimate changes depending on the as-
sumption made for the orbital anisotropy parameter, β. For our galaxy sam-
ple, kinematic substructures lead to ∼14–19 per cent over–estimation in
total mass, depending on β.
with the total number of GCs, NGC, such that when NGC ≥ 100
and after accounting for individual Vlos error via Monte Carlo sim-
ulations, the typical uncertainty is ∼0.12 dex. For galaxies with
NGC ∼ 70 and ≤ 40, typical uncertainties on total mass are ∼0.20
and ∼0.25 dex, respectively.
We show how the total mass estimates, assuming mildly tan-
gential and strong radial anisotropies, deviate from that obtained
under isotropy condition in Figure 9. Mass estimates are largely
insensitive to our choice of β: only NGC 3377, NGC 7457 and
NGC 1407 show deviations larger than 10 per cent, in agreement
with the findings of Bacon (1985). In what follows, we adopt the
mass estimates obtained under isotropy conditions, bearing in mind
the potential deviations for each galaxy.
3.7 Comparison of mass estimates with results from the
literature
In Table 4, we compare mass estimates for our galaxies to the liter-
ature. We show the comparison in Figure 10. The literature sample
include studies with PNe, GCs and X–rays as the mass tracers and a
variety of generally more sophisticated mass modelling techniques.
For example, 9 galaxies from our sample were studied homoge-
neously by D+12 using PNe and/or GC kinematic data out to 5 Re.
They did not account for galaxy flattening, rotation of the tracers
and kinematic substructures in their mass estimates, even though
they modelled the velocity anisotropy. The comparisons are done at
the same galactocentric radii (not always at 5 Re) as reported in the
literature. We have excluded mass estimates from the X–ray study
of Churazov et al. (2010) from our comparison since those results
are simple power–law fits to their data which under–estimates the
total mass.
The most deviant results are for NGC 1407 from the X–ray
studies of Das et al. (2010) and Su et al. (2014) which both suggest
a greater total mass (by a factor of ∼3) compared to what is obtained
from GCs. This could be due to their assumption of hydrostatic
equilibrium for the Eridanus A group, which may be wrong as the
ripples in the X–ray maps (Su et al. 2014) seem to suggest. Mass
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Figure 9. Deviation of mass estimate for radial or tangential anisotropy
compared to the isotropic mass estimate. The circles are the mass estimates
when orbital anisotropy is radially biased (β = 0.5), while the stars are mass
estimates when tangential anisotropy (β = −0.5) is assumed.The total mass
estimates within 5 Re in most of the galaxies are insensitive to anisotropy,
with the average variation of the mass estimates being ≤ 5 per cent.
estimates obtained by studying the phase–space distribution func-
tion of tracers (D+12) tend to be systematically lower than those
from other methods. This is most likely related to the modelling
assumptions made in the study e.g., they restricted α > 0. For mass
estimates obtained from GC kinematics, the two galaxies with the
greatest offsets from our results are NGC 4486 (Murphy et al. 2011)
and NGC 4649 (Shen & Gebhardt 2010). The mass overestimation
for NGC 4486 has been attributed in the literature to the problem-
atic data used in the study (see Strader et al. 2011; Zhu et al. 2014).
For NGC 4649, there is a wide spread in the mass estimates ob-
tained from GC (Shen & Gebhardt 2010), X–ray (Das et al. 2010)
and PN (D+12) data. The GC data used in Shen & Gebhardt (2010)
comes in part from the catalogue of Lee et al. (2008), in which Pota
et al. (2015) identified some extreme velocity objects. This, com-
bined with the kinematic substructures we have identified in this
galaxy, could be the source of the differences in the mass estimates
for NGC 4649. Another interesting case is NGC 4494, where re-
sults using essentially the same dataset but different methods give
mass estimates that vary by a factor of ∼2.
Lastly, we compare our mass estimates to results from the ex-
tended stellar kinematics in the right panel of Figure 10. Most of
the results are from Cappellari et al. (2015), hereafter C+15, where
we obtain the total mass by integrating their total mass density pro-
files. We have also added results from the extended stellar kinemat-
ics of Weijmans et al. (2009) and Forestell & Gebhardt (2010) for
NGC 821 and the cold–gas study of den Heijer et al. (2015) for
NGC 4278. The agreement between our mass estimates and liter-
ature mass measurements from stellar kinematics is similar to that
in the right panel of Figure 10, though with some individual dis-
crepancies. For example, we find the largest deviation in NGC 821,
where our mass estimate differs from that of C+15 by a factor of 4,
while being more consistent with the results from Weijmans et al.
(2009) and Forestell & Gebhardt (2010). Also, the mass estimate
for NGC 4494 from C+15 is a factor of ∼2 higher than what we
have found.
Table 4. Mass estimates from the literature obtained using different mass
tracers and modelling techniques, and comparison with results from this
work, obtained assuming β = 0 and allowing the slope of the gravitational
potential to vary with galaxy stellar mass. Mlit. and MTME are the total
masses from the literature and this work, respectively, within projected ra-
dial distance R.
Galaxy R Mlit. MTME Tracer
[NGC] [kpc] [1011M] [1011M]
720 20 5.1± 0.4 2.8±0.6 X–ray j
821 22 2.3± 0.6 4.3±0.1 PNea
1023 10 1.7± 0.6 1.6±0.3 PNem
1407 68 30.6± 3.9 20.9±1.7 GCb
29 9.4± 1.3 8.2±0.9 GCa
25 21.6± 6.9 7.1±0.7 X–rayd
100 100.0 30.5±2.2 X–rayk
2768 14 3.2± 1.5 3.7±0.6 PNem
3115 7 1.1± 0.5 2.1±0.3 PNem
3377 10 0.7± 0.2 0.6±0.1 PNea
4365 15 3.9± 0.6 6.2±0.6 X–rayc
4374 32 11.5± 1.2 17.7±3.9 PNeg
30 15.9± 1.9 17.1±3.8 PNea
29 19.2± 1.8 16.5±3.7 PNel
4486 46 33.3± 3.3 35.4±2.3 GCa
135 85.2± 10.1 97.2±5.4 GC f
180 149.6±20.0 130.6±7.2 GCl
180 192.0± 66.0 130.6±7.2 GCr
47 57.0± 11.0 36.3±2.3 GCo
120 125.0± 7.0 86.7±4.9 X–rayd
4494 20 1.6± 0.3 1.4±0.2 PNen
20 1.2± 0.2 1.4±0.2 PNea
19 2.1± 0.1 1.3±0.2 PNeh
4564 7 0.4± 0.1 1.0±0.2 PNea
4649 46 8.7± 1.3 19.1±1.3 PNea
25 16.3± 4.3 10.5±0.8 X–rayd
45 34 18.6±1.3 GCp
45 22 18.6±1.3 GCs
4697 17 1.4± 0.2 8.9±2.2 PNea
15 1.9± 0.3 8.3±2.2 PNei
5846 56 17.0± 3.0 19.8±2.1 PNe,GCq
45 16.0± 3.3 16.2±1.8 GCg
45 11.2± 2.7 16.2±1.8 PNea
25 12.5± 1.9 9.9±1.5 X–rayd
7457 5 0.2± 0.1 0.6±0.1 PNem
3607 20 3.3± 0.7 2.0±0.5 X–rayc
References : a. Deason et al. (2012), b. Pota et al. (2015), c. Nagino &
Matsushita (2009); Trujillo-Gomez et al. (2011), d. Das et al. (2010), e.
Napolitano et al. (2011), f. Agnello et al. (2014), g. Napolitano et al.
(2014), h. Morganti et al. (2013), i. DeLorenzi et al. (2008), j. Humphrey
& Buote (2010); Trujillo-Gomez et al. (2011), k. Su et al. (2014), l. Zhu
et al. (2014), m. Cortesi et al. (2013), n. Napolitano et al. (2009), o.
Murphy et al. (2011), p. Shen & Gebhardt (2010), q. Zhu et al. (in prep.),
r. Oldham & Auger (2016), s. Das et al. (2011)
From Figure 10, mass estimates from PNe appear to be sys-
tematically lower compared to those from GCs and X–ray data,
especially for the more massive galaxies. Our masses also appear
to be systematically lower than literature values obtained using
GCs. If we assume that all the mass measurements (stars, GCs, PN
and X–rays) have comparable errors, then the observed 1-σ scatter
about the one–to–one relation between the literature values and our
mass estimates is 0.3 dex. If we exclude the X–ray data, the scatter
is reduced to 0.2 dex. These rms scatters are however upper lim-
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Figure 10. Comparison of mass estimates for galaxies in our sample with results from the literature obtained using different mass tracers and modelling
techniques. Left panel Galaxies are identified as shown in the plot legend, with brown, blue and black symbols highlighting the mass tracers used. The hatch
marks differentiate galaxies according to the modelling technique employed. DF indicates the phase–space distribution function technique used in Deason
et al. (2012), JM is the traditional Jeans mass modelling technique, e.g. Pota et al. (2015), M2M is the made–to–measure mass model, e.g. DeLorenzi et al.
(2008), SOM is the Schwarzschild orbit–based modelling technique used in Murphy et al. (2011) while KIN is the asymmetric drift method employed by
Cortesi et al. (2013) to extract circular velocities from PNe kinematics, respectively. Right panel Comparison of mass estimates with results from the literature
based on extended stellar kinematics. Most of the datapoints are from the extended stellar kinematics study of Cappellari et al. (2015) which we supplement
with results from Weijmans et al. (2009) and Forestell & Gebhardt (2010) for NGC 821. We also include the mass estimate for NGC 4278 from the cold–gas
study of den Heijer et al. (2015), assuming their result was measured at 15 kpc (the arrow shows how the mass estimates compare towards 28 kpc). Combining
all the data (i.e., PNe, GCs and stars, without the X–ray data) and assuming comparable errors, we observe a 1 σ scatter of 0.2 dex between our mass estimates
and literature values.
its since we only consider total mass estimates obtained assuming
isotropy, α varying with stellar mass and stellar M/LK = 1 for the
comparison. On a galaxy by galaxy basis, the scatter can be reduced
significantly by considering specific combinations of these param-
eters. Our mass estimates therefore compare well with results from
more sophisticated modelling techniques, and from different mass
tracers over a wide radial range that extends out to 180 kpc.
3.8 Dark matter fraction
The dark matter fraction is a useful parameter in understanding the
mass distribution as a function of radius in galaxies. We define the
DM fraction, fDM, as:
fDM(< R) = 1 − M∗(< R)/Mtot(< R), (16)
where M∗(< R) and Mtot(< R) are the enclosed stellar and total dy-
namical mass, respectively, within the projected radial distance R.
Equation 16 assumes that gas and dust do not contribute signifi-
cantly to the baryonic mass. The total stellar mass enclosed within
R is described by the projected Se´rsic mass profile (Se´rsic 1968;
Terzic´ & Graham 2005) and it depends on the Se´rsic index, n. We
use the Re–n relation from Graham (2013) to obtain unique Se´rsic
indices for our galaxies and summarize fDM in Table 3. Similar
results are obtained if a luminosity–concentration relation or a de
Vaucouleurs’ profile (n = 4) is assumed for our galaxy sample.
3.9 Total mass and dark matter fraction beyond 5 Re
We extend our mass estimation method to GC kinematic data be-
yond 5 Re and obtain the total mass and dark matter fraction en-
closed within the maximum probed radius (Rmax). We summarise
our results in Table 3, where we have assumed stellar M/LK = 1.
NGC 4697 and NGC 5866 have been excluded from this analysis
due to the limited radial extent of their GC kinematic data.
To properly understand how the total mass changes with galac-
tocentric radius, we use the method of Napolitano et al. (2005) to
obtain the mass–to–light gradient between 5 Re and the maximum
radius. We use
∇Υ ≡ Re
∆R
[(
MDM
M∗
)
out
−
(
MDM
M∗
)
in
]
(17)
where ∇Υ is the mass–to–light gradient, MDM and M∗ are the en-
closed DM and stellar mass, respectively. Figure 12 shows ∇Υ ver-
sus the total stellar mass of our galaxies. For comparison, we have
added datapoints from Napolitano et al. (2005), where a similar
analysis was done using data extending out to ∼4 Re (they com-
piled results from the literature from dynamical studies based on
discrete tracers and extended integrated stellar light). The system-
atic offset between the trend in our data and that of Napolitano et al.
(2005) is because we probe radial regions that are more dark mat-
ter dominated (see their figure 3). We note that similar results are
obtained when α = 0 or an outer radius beyond 5 Re is used.
The gradient is shallow for galaxies with stellar mass below
∼1011.2M, however beyond this transition stellar mass, a sharp up-
turn in the gradient is observed, with the more luminous galaxies
showing a wide variety of gradients. This dichotomy is the direct
effect of the difference in the relative radial distribution of stellar
mass and DM in ETGs. The transition stellar mass coincides with
the upturn in the galaxy M∗ − Re relation, such that in the lower
mass galaxies, where Re varies slowly with M∗, the scale radius of
the DM halo also varies slowly with M∗, hence the flat gradients.
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Figure 11. Measured dark matter fraction, fDM, versus the total mass, Mtot, within 5 effective radii (Re). Top panels: In all the top panels, the solid lines
show the predicted dark matter fractions within 5 Re assuming Planck cosmology. The dashed lines show the same but assuming WMAP5 cosmology (see
text for details). The marker colour shows the stellar mass of the galaxies. Minimum fDM is observed at stellar mass ∼1011M. In the left panel, we assume
a stellar M/LK = 1 while in the middle and right panels, we use stellar mass–to–light ratios from the ATLAS3D survey based on a Salpeter IMF and best–fit
stellar mass–to–light ratios from dynamical modelling (total dynamical mass minus dark matter mass), respectively (Cappellari et al. 2013a,b). Regardless of
the adopted stellar–mass–to light ratios, galaxies in the intermediate stellar mass bin have fDM significantly different from what is predicted. Also, low– and
high–stellar mass galaxies have higher measured dark matter fractions than intermediate stellar mass galaxies. Bottom panels: These panels show residuals
between predictions (with Planck cosmology) and observations, calculated as (observed-predicted)/predicted.
For the more massive galaxies, as Re increases rapidly with M∗, we
are able to probe more DM.
4 DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we homogeneously obtained total mass
estimates and dark matter fraction within 5 Re and beyond, and
showed that our mass estimates are consistent with previous stud-
ies in the literature, with an observed rms scatter (upper limit) of
0.2 dex. We also used the dark matter fraction, fDM, to describe
the relative radial distribution of the stellar and dark matter in our
sample.
4.1 Dark matter fractions and galaxy models
To properly understand these results within the ΛCDM framework,
we compare the fDM within 5 Re with predictions from a sim-
ple galaxy model where we assume that the DM content follows
a NFW profile (Navarro et al. 1996), with the stellar content de-
scribed by a Se´rsic (1968) mass profile. Starting with the galaxy
stellar mass, we use the Re–M∗ relation from Lange et al. (2015)
to obtain model galaxy sizes over our stellar mass range. Next,
the non–linear M∗–halo mass relation for ETGs from Dutton et al.
(2010) gives the galaxy halo mass, M200, for a given total stel-
lar mass. The halo is then completely parametrised by obtaining
the halo concentration parameter, c200, using the M200–c200 relation
from Dutton & Maccio` (2014) based on the Planck cosmology. We
note that at a fixed halo mass, Planck cosmology yields higher halo
concentration than the WMAP5 cosmology, but only slightly alters
the fDM. We then obtain the scale radius, rs, of the galaxy halo using
M200 = 4pi∆virρcrir2003/3 and rs ≡ r200/c200. Armed with the rs, c200
for any given Re–M∗ pair plus a universal baryon fraction of 0.17
(Spergel et al. 2007), we then produce the cumulative NFW DM–
only radial profiles out to large radii. Likewise, for each Re–M∗ pair,
we use the Re–n relation from Graham (2013) and describe the cu-
mulative stellar mass radial profile as defined in Terzic´ & Graham
(2005).
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Figure 12. Mass–to–light gradient (between 5 Re and the maximum radial
limit) versus total stellar mass. The circles are the results from this work,
while the stars are from Napolitano et al. (2005). Note that Napolitano et al.
(2005) obtained their gradients over the range 0.1–4 Re, while the gradients
in this work have been obtained between 5 Re and larger radii. The system-
atic offset between the trend in our data and that of Napolitano et al. (2005)
is because we probe radial regions that are more dark matter dominated (see
their figure 3). The low and intermediate stellar mass galaxies have shallow
total mass gradients and the more massive galaxies show much steeper gra-
dients. NGC 4697 and NGC 5866 are not shown in this plot due to the
limited radial extent of their GC kinematic data.
Our total stellar masses have been obtained assuming a global
stellar mass–to–light ratio of M/LK = 1. This assumption does not
reflect differences in the stellar population parameters (e.g. age,
metallicity, stellar initial mass function) of ETGs, especially in
their central regions. However, we note that our SLUGGS galax-
ies are generally dominated by very old (8–14 Gyrs) stellar pop-
ulations and have a small range in mean metallicity (McDermid
et al. 2015). The M/LK is largely insensitive to metallicity varia-
tions (Forbes et al. 2008; Conroy & van Dokkum 2012). For exam-
ple, figure 10 from Forbes et al. (2008) shows that the stellar M/LK
can vary by ∼0.15 dex within the metallicity range of our sample
(−0.2 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 0.1), which is comparable to the uncertainties on
our stellar mass estimates. A similar uncertainty is associated with
the observed age variation, i.e. 8–14 Gyrs, of our sample.
To test how adopting a stellar M/LK = 1 (corresponding to a
Kroupa IMF Kroupa et al. 1993) may affect our fDM, we also obtain
fDM using stellar masses from the ATLAS3D survey. We first use
their (M/Lr)Salp, obtained from stellar population synthesis mod-
els which assumed a Salpeter IMF (table 1, column 5 in Cappellari
et al. 2013b) and the galaxy luminosity in the SDSS r–band (ta-
ble 1, column 15 in Cappellari et al. 2013a) to estimate individual
stellar masses for the galaxies we have in common. For the four
galaxies in our sample that are not in the ATLAS3D survey, we use
the best–fit function to the K–band magnitude and stellar mass data
of their 260 galaxies to infer the stellar masses. We also use their
best–fit (M/Lr)stars (table 1, column 4 in Cappellari et al. 2013b),
obtained from dynamical modelling as total mass minus DM mass,
to obtain the stellar mass. This method avoids the potential issue
of a non–universal stellar M/LK for our sample when deriving the
stellar masses, since recent results suggest that stellar M/L system-
atically varies with galaxy mass (e.g. Cappellari et al. 2012; Conroy
& van Dokkum 2012; Spiniello et al. 2014; Pastorello et al. 2014).
On average, these stellar masses are consistent with those listed in
Table 2 within ∼0.3 dex.
In Figure 11, we compare the predicted fDM for our galaxy
sample with the measured fDM within 5 Re. The average fDM for
our sample is 0.6 ± 0.2, varying from 0.3 in NGC 3607 to 0.9 in
NGC 4486. fDM is predicted to increase with galaxy stellar mass
while low and high stellar mass galaxies are seen to be DM domi-
nated within 5 Re, consistent with the model predictions. However,
our fDM measurements reveal discrepancies between predicted and
measured fDM for galaxies in the intermediate stellar mass bin
(∼ 1011M). To ascertain if this trend is driven by our stellar
M/LK = 1 assumption, we repeat the entire analyses, adopting
the stellar masses obtained earlier with alternative M/LK assump-
tions. This is an important exercise, bearing in mind the uncertain
contribution from the stellar mass to the total mass estimate. The
trend in the measured fDM within 5 Re persists for a variety of stel-
lar M/L assumptions. We note again for clarity that while the re-
sults we show in Figure 11 were obtained under the additional as-
sumption of isotropy, the trends are the same regardless of orbital
anisotropies. For some of our galaxies, especially in the intermedi-
ate stellar mass bin, the Salpeter IMF (Salpeter 1955) gives stellar
mass greater than the total dynamical mass estimate. The tension
between predictions and measurements is however reduced when a
Kroupa IMF (Kroupa et al. 1993) is assumed. This is not surprising
as a Kroupa IMF implies ∼40 per cent less stellar mass compared to
a Salpeter IMF. The low– and high–stellar mass galaxies are how-
ever consistent with both Salpeter and Kroupa IMF.
We have also checked to see if the corrections we applied for
galaxy flattening and inclinations alter our results. We performed
our entire analysis assuming that all our galaxies are spherical and
observed edge–on i.e. q = 1 and i = 90 degrees. This implies that in
Table 3 and in Equations 5 and 15, q = 1 and corr = 1, respectively.
A 2–sided KS test of Mtot and fDM thus obtained with our earlier
results shows that they are identical, i.e. one cannot rule out that
they are drawn from the same distribution.
The galaxy model above is simplistic and does not explicitly
account for processes which may alter the distribution of DM dur-
ing galaxy assembly. In Figure 13, we therefore compare the ob-
served fDM within 5 Re with results from the simulation of W+14,
where both the observed and simulated galaxies covered a compa-
rable stellar mass range. In their simulations, they allowed the DM
density distribution to be modified during galaxy assembly via pro-
cesses like adiabatic halo contraction and halo expansion, such that
the inner DM density is different from the NFW DM density we
adopted in our simple galaxy model. The W+14 simulations how-
ever did not account for AGN and/or Supernovae feedback pro-
cesses, therefore, their haloes host galaxies with efficient star for-
mation histories and stellar masses a factor of 2–3 above the expec-
tations from a typical galaxy M∗–halo mass relation. At any given
halo mass, their simulations yield significantly lower fDM than our
vanilla model predicts, but in better agreement with our measure-
ments for the intermediate mass galaxies with lowered fDM. While
it is obvious that processes which maximize the stellar mass would
result in lower fDM, it is however not clear from the simulation if
the low fDM is exclusively driven by the baryon–DM interaction or
by the feedback processes.
4.2 Total mass and dark matter fraction, with α ≡ 0
In our total mass estimation, we used α derived from the slopes
of the circular velocity profiles in the simulation of Wu+14 (see
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Figure 13. Dark matter fraction within 5 Re versus circular velocity (at
5 Re) and galaxy size. Left panel: Dark matter fraction within 5 Re versus
circular velocity. Data from our sample, Deason et al. (2012) and from the
simulations of Wu et al. (2014) are shown as indicated in the plot legend.
The best linear fit and intrinsic 1 σ scatter to our data are shown by the line
and the shaded band, respectively. Right panel: Same as in left panel, but
now showing dark matter fraction versus galaxy size. Our study, as well as
that of Deason et al. (2012) finds a wider range of dark matter fraction than
in the simulations of Wu et al. (2014). The simulations yield dark matter
fractions more consistent with the low measurements we have for some of
our intermediate mass galaxies. The dashed lines in both panels are from
the simple galaxy model with a pristine NFW DM density distribution as
discussed in the text.
Section 3.2). This allowed α to vary freely between the extremes
of Keplerian and logarithmic potentials depending on the galaxy
stellar mass. For the most massive galaxies, α ∼ 0 (see Table 2).
However, it is plausible that the low and intermediate stellar mass
ETGs reside in isothermal gravitational potential, such that they
are better described by α ≡ 0. For example, Cappellari et al. 2015
found α = 0.27 ± 0.23, on 1–4 Re scales for galaxies with a wide
range of stellar mass. Also, Thomas et al. (2009) showed that ETGs
in the Coma cluster are better described by logarithmic DM haloes
rather than NFW DM haloes. This would mean that in our ear-
lier analysis, the total mass and fDM especially for these galaxies
would be under–estimated, depending on how much their α param-
eter deviates from 0. Since our mass estimator is most sensitive to
the α parameter on a galaxy by galaxy basis, it is imperative that
we check if the earlier trend we found in the distribution fDM with
stellar mass is robust to the value of α.
We therefore re–perform our mass estimation assuming a log-
arithmic gravitational potential, i.e. α ≡ 0, for our sample, and
show the result in Figure 14. The earlier–observed trends in fDM
persist, and they are therefore independent of the assumed slope of
the gravitational potential, α, as well as the adopted stellar M/L
and the orbital anisotropy of the tracers. NGC 3607 has the least
fDM within 5 Re in our sample regardless of the adopted stellar M/L
ratio. The total mass for NGC 7457 and NGC 4494 are also in-
creased by ∼45 and 35 per cent, respectively. We summarise these
mass estimates and fDM in Tables A2 and A4.
4.3 Tension between observations and predictions
The results in Figures 11 and 14 show that the mismatch between
observations and predictions of fDM is systematic. Intermediate
stellar mass galaxies with M∗ ∼ 1011M (NGC 4494, NGC 3607,
and NGC 5866) show the greatest deviation from the predicted fDM,
all with low fDM within 5 Re. It is helpful to note that this stellar
mass range coincides with the sharp upturn in the galaxy Re–M∗
relation (e.g. Hyde & Bernardi 2009; Lange et al. 2015) and galaxy
peak star formation efficiency (e.g. Shankar et al. 2006; Conroy &
Wechsler 2009; Sparre et al. 2015) beyond which halo quenching
prevents massive galaxies from accretion of cold gas (e.g. White &
Rees 1978; Dutton & Maccio` 2014). From our simple galaxy model
(see Section 3.8), it is also the stellar mass beyond which Re/rs, the
ratio of the galaxy size to the scale radius of the DM halo, starts
to fall sharply. While the low fDM of these galaxies can be directly
linked to a more efficient star formation history, it is interesting
to explore why they show more scatter in their fDM compared to
ΛCDM predictions. Dutton et al. (2011) showed that intermediate
mass galaxies are consistent with Salpeter IMF only when their
Vc(Re)/σ ≥ 1.6. In the top middle panel of Figure 11, the inter-
mediate mass galaxies that are consistent with a Salpeter IMF are
NGC 3608, NGC 821, NGC 4697, NGC 2768 and NGC 4278. We
find that these galaxies have Vc(5Re)/σ ≥ 1.3. NGC 3607, which
has the lowest Vc(5Re)/σ ∼ 0.9, has a negative fDM when a Salpeter
IMF is assumed. A simple experiment in which we vary the stellar
M/LK ratio (a proxy for the IMF) reveals that the maximum stellar
M/LK that gives positive fDM for all the galaxies in our sample is
∼1.4. This is shallower than the Salpeter IMF, but steeper than a
Kroupa/Chabrier IMF (at a fixed age and metallicity).
One of the intermediate mass galaxies studied here,
NGC 4494, has been notoriously difficult to model in the litera-
ture, with results ranging from a low DM content (Romanowsky
et al. 2003; Napolitano et al. 2009; Deason et al. 2012) to a high
DM content (Morganti et al. 2013). Here, using GC kinematic data
that extend far out into the halo, we find that NGC 4494 is DM
poor, i.e., fDM ≤ 0.5 at Rmax ∼ 9 Re regardless of the adopted stellar
M/LK and the GC orbital anisotropy when α, the slope of the grav-
itational potential, is assumed to be 0.2. Our Rmax for NGC 4494
is close to the scale radius of the NFW DM halo, where the mass
distribution is expected to be DM dominated, such that in a typ-
ical 1013M halo, fDM ∼ 0.9 at the scale radius. However, when
α ≡ 0 in equation 6, we obtain fDM ∼ 0.3 − 0.6 within 5 Re and
fDM ∼ 0.5 − 0.7 within Rmax, for varying stellar M/LK. This is
similar to the result from Morganti et al. (2013), obtained also by
assuming a logarithmic DM halo. A more detailed dynamical mass
modelling of NGC 4494 that combines the existing literature data
and the GC data we have studied here would be desirable. Such a
study should explore a wide suite of gravitational potentials, galaxy
shapes and orbital distributions while incorporating stellar popula-
tion models.
Galaxies with marginally low fDM within 5 Re e.g. NGC 720,
NGC 4526 and NGC 1023, they can be seen to rapidly increase
their fDM between 5 Re and their respective Rmax, showing that they
are dark matter dominated. Our study also includes the two most
dominant members of the Leo II group (NGC 3607 and NGC 3608)
with intriguing fDM measurements. The most luminous member of
the group, NGC 3607 (MK = −24.96) has fDM ∼ 0.3 within 5 Re.
NGC 3607 has the lowest fDM within 5 Re in our sample even when
the DM content is maximised with a logarithmic potential, regard-
less of the adopted stellar M/LK. However, beyond 5 Re, the fDM
in NGC 3607 increases steeply up to ∼0.8, again showing that the
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Figure 14. Same as in Figure 11, but assuming a logarithmic potential for our sample, i.e. α ≡ 0 in equation 6. The intermediate stellar mass galaxies still
have the lowest fDM in our sample, same as in Figure 11.
outer halo is dominated by DM. The next most luminous member
of the group with MK = −23.78, NGC 3608, however, has a higher
fDM of ∼0.8 within 5 Re. Within 5 Re, NGC 3607 has an average
dark matter density of log 〈ρDM〉 ∼ 6.2 Mkpc−3, the lowest in our
sample, unlike NGC 3608 with a denser DM halo with log 〈ρDM〉
∼ 7.2 Mkpc−3. This suggests that both galaxies have DM haloes
that are structurally different, with implications for their assembly
time, such that the galaxy with the denser DM halo assembled ear-
lier (Navarro et al. 1996; Bullock et al. 2001; Thomas et al. 2009).
As a group, the intermediate stellar mass galaxies with low fDM in
our galaxy sample also have the lowest average DM densities. This
mirrors the results from Romanowsky et al. (2003) and Napoli-
tano et al. (2005, 2009) where some discy, fast rotating, interme-
diate stellar mass galaxies showed more diffuse DM haloes than
expected. A more detailed investigation of the structural parame-
ters of the DM haloes (with adiabatic halo contraction) is however
beyond the scope of this paper.
4.4 Correlations between dark matter fraction and galaxy
properties
In this section, we look for trends in fDM as a function of other
galaxy properties. Figure 15 shows how the measured fDM within
5 Re varies with galaxy ellipticity, central velocity dispersion,
galaxy size and galaxy rotation dominance parameter, and we also
highlight the environment and morphology of the galaxies (see
Table 2). The rotational dominance parameters are from Arnold
et al. (2011). Table 5 shows the Spearman rank correlation coeffi-
cient and statistical significance of the correlation between the fDM
and galaxy properties. The correlations are generally weak, mainly
due to the huge scatter introduced by the intermediate stellar mass
galaxies identified and discussed in Section 4.3. There is a visible
trend in fDM with . Here, we find that fDM within 5 Re decreases
with . However, there are notable outliers to this trend. The trends
with Re, σ and V/σ are weak. While the slow–rotators in our sam-
ple generally have high fDM, there is no clear pattern in the fast–
rotators. The S0 galaxies, however, show a decreasing fDM with σ
and Re. We do not see any strong trend as a function of environment
or morphology.
In Figure 16, we show how ∇Υ varies with galaxy properties.
The correlations are now stronger and statistically significant (see
Table 5). The gradients are shallower for flattened galaxies, with
the more spherical galaxies showing a great variety of ∇Υ. Larger
and more massive galaxies have steeper ∇Υ. There is no clear trend
with galaxy environment. However, when the different galaxy mor-
phologies are highlighted, the S0 galaxies are seen to have shallow
∇Υ regardless of galaxy ellipticity, size, total mass or rotational
dominance parameter (the same trend is also evident from the result
in Napolitano et al. 2005). The net effect for massive S0 galaxies
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Figure 15. Dark matter fraction within 5 Re versus galaxy parameters.
Top panels are color–coded according to galaxy environment as shown in
panel a and the bottom panels according to galaxy morphology as shown
in panel e. (Panels a, e) galaxy ellipticity – , (panels b, f ) central velocity
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parameter. There is no clear trend either as a function of galaxy morphology
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Figure 16. Mass–to–light gradient, ∇Υ, versus galaxy parameters. Color
coding is same as in Figure 15. (Panels a, e) ∇Υ vs. galaxy ellipticity – ,
(panels b, f ) ∇Υ vs. central velocity dispersion, (panels c, g) ∇Υ vs. effec-
tive radius and (panels d, h) ∇Υ vs. rotation dominance parameter. Galaxies
with  ∼ 0, large σ and larger Re have steeper gradients. An interesting
trend is seen in panel h where the S0 galaxies have shallow ∇Υ regardless
of galaxy ellipticity, size or mass.
is to reduce their Re/rs compared to similar stellar mass ellipticals,
hence their flattened gradients i.e. lower ∇Υ.
Table 5. Spearman correlation test and statistical significance of the corre-
lation between the fDM and ∇Υ and galaxy properties.
Parameters coeff p-val Parameters coeff p-val
fDM −  -0.22 0.32 ∇Υ −  -0.37 0.09
fDM − σ 0.18 0.44 ∇Υ − σ 0.76 0.001
fDM − Re 0.32 0.16 ∇Υ − Re 0.75 0.001
fDM − V/σ -0.44 0.04 ∇Υ − V/σ -0.63 0.001
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have employed a tracer mass estimator to homogeneously ob-
tain mass estimates of 23 ETGs out to 5 Re and beyond, using
their GC kinematic data. The galaxies we have studied cover a
wide range of total galaxy stellar mass and include galaxies from
the field, group and cluster environments. The GC kinematic data
have been obtained using the Keck/DEIMOS multi–object spectro-
graph as part of the SLUGGS survey. We accounted for kinematic
substructures, galaxy flattening and rotation in the GC system in
our mass estimates. We have done an extensive comparison of our
mass estimates with results from the literature obtained using vari-
ous mass tracers and more sophisticated modelling techniques.
From the mass profiles, we have obtained the dark matter frac-
tion enclosed within 5 Re and compared our results with predictions
from a simple galaxy model (NFW profile for dark matter plus
Se´rsic mass profile for the stars). We have also studied the effect
of varying the stellar mass–to–light ratio (consistent with either a
Salpeter or a Kroupa–like IMF or one that varies with galaxy stellar
mass) on our results. Since our GC data extends well beyond 5 Re,
we have quantified the gradient of the dark matter fraction between
5 Re and the maximum probed radius. Lastly, we studied trends in
the dark matter fraction as a function of galaxy properties.
The salient results are:
• Mass estimates obtained using GC kinematic data and the
tracer mass estimator are consistent with those obtained from more
sophisticated modelling techniques and with various mass tracers
over a radial range that extends out to ∼13 Re. Using the tracer
mass estimator, we are able to obtain mass estimates out to ∼10 Re
in low–mass galaxies with relatively sparse dynamical tracers. We
find an upper limit of 0.2 dex in the observed 1-σ scatter around the
one–to–one comparison line between our mass estimates and those
from the literature.
• On average in our sample, kinematic substructures in GC sys-
tems leads to mass over–estimation by ∼19 per cent. Not account-
ing for GC system rotation leads to mass under–estimation by ∼6
per cent, while galaxy flattening is responsible for a ∼5 per cent
mass over–estimation with the caveat that our galaxies are mostly
edge–on.
• By comparing the total mass enclosed within 5 Re under vari-
ous assumptions of velocity anisotropy, we are able to establish that
total mass estimates are largely insensitive to GC orbital anisotropy.
Only NGC 3377, NGC 7457 and NGC 1407 show mass devia-
tions greater than 10 per cent when mildly tangential or radial
anisotropies are assumed rather than isotropy conditions.
• The dark matter fraction within 5 Re, fDM, generally increases
with galaxy stellar mass. It increases from fDM∼0.6 in low mass
ETGs to fDM∼0.8 in high mass ETGs, in line with ΛCDM pre-
dictions. However, some intermediate mass galaxies (∼1011 M),
i.e., NGC 4494, NGC 3607 and NGC 5866, have fDM that are sig-
nificantly lower than what a vanilla galaxy model would predict.
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This is independent of the assumed stellar M/LK ratio, the orbital
anisotropy of the mass tracers or the shape of the gravitational po-
tential. These lower fDM measurements are consistent with results
from the cosmological simulations of Wu et al. (2014) where the
pristine DM density distribution has been modified via baryon–DM
interactions during galaxy assembly. The widely reported dearth of
dark matter in the outer halo of NGC 4494 is alleviated by assum-
ing a logarithmic gravitational potential.
• Using total mass estimates within 5 Re and larger radii (usu-
ally comparable to the scale radii of the dark matter haloes), low
and intermediate stellar mass galaxies in our sample have shallow
mass–to–light gradients, with the more massive galaxies generally
having steeper gradients. This reflects the relative difference in the
radial scale of baryons and dark matter in ETGs. However, lentic-
ular galaxies, regardless of galaxy stellar mass, ellipticity, size and
rotational dominance parameter, have shallow gradients.
• We find hints that intermediate stellar mass galaxies with low
dark matter fractions have halo structural parameters that are not
typical i.e., they possess very diffuse dark matter haloes and they
assembled late. This result is interesting and calls for a systematic
study of the structural parameters of the haloes of ETGs.
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Table A1. Mass estimates and dark matter fraction ( fDM) within 8 Re as-
suming isotropy. Columns 2–4 show the rotationally–supported, pressure–
supported (obtained without subtracting Vrot from Vlos) and total dynamical
mass within 8 Re, respectively.
Galaxy Mrot(< 8Re) M′p(< 8Re) Mtot(< 8Re) fDM(< 8Re)
[NGC] [1010M] [1011M] [1011M]
720 3.2±2.0 5.7±1.2 6.0±0.6 0.65±0.06
821 3.2±1.8 5.5±1.0 5.8±0.6 0.85±0.01
1023 3.8±1.1 2.1±0.4 2.4±0.2 0.63±0.02
1407 0.1±0.3 20.0±1.6 20.0±0.9 0.82±0.01
2768 7.2±2.4 9.8±1.6 10.5±0.8 0.83±0.01
3115 5.2±0.9 1.6±0.3 2.1±0.2 0.56±0.02
3377 0.2±0.1 0.8±0.1 0.9±0.1 0.69±0.02
3608 0.6±0.6 3.7±1.1 3.7±0.6 0.83±0.02
4278 0.3±0.2 4.3±0.4 4.4±0.3 0.83±0.01
4365 1.6±1.1 17.0±1.6 17.2±0.9 0.84±0.01
4374 14.0±8.8 22.0±5.2 23.4±3.1 0.89±0.01
4473 0.4±0.3 2.0±0.3 2.0±0.2 0.64±0.02
4486 2.6±1.2 32.4±2.1 32.7±1.2 0.90±0.01
4494 1.9±0.5 1.3±0.2 1.5±0.1 0.34±0.04
4526 4.7±1.9 3.0±0.5 3.5±0.3 0.54±0.03
4649 6.1±1.5 15.5±1.1 16.1±0.7 0.79±0.01
3607 0.5±0.6 5.4±1.4 5.5±0.8 0.66±0.03
APPENDIX A: MASS ESTIMATES AT 8 Re
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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Table A2. Mass estimates (Mtot) and dark matter fractions ( fDM) within 5Re (columns 3 and 4) and Rmax (columns 5 and 6), respectively, assuming different
anisotropy, but with α ≡ 0. These Mtot and fDM are shown in Figure 14 while Rmax can be found in Table 3.
Galaxy β Mtot(< 5Re) fDM(< 5Re) Mtot(< Rmax) fDM(< Rmax)
[NGC] [1011M] [1011M]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
720 0 3.6 ±0.7 0.46±0.17 13.5 ±2.2 0.84±0.05
0.5 3.4 ±0.7 0.43±0.17 12.7 ±2.1 0.83±0.04
-0.5 3.8 ±0.7 0.48±0.15 13.9 ±2.3 0.84±0.04
821 0 4.5 ±0.8 0.82±0.05 7.1 ±1.2 0.88±0.03
0.5 4.4 ±0.8 0.82±0.05 7.0 ±1.1 0.87±0.03
-0.5 4.6 ±0.8 0.82±0.05 7.1 ±1.2 0.88±0.03
1023 0 1.8 ±0.3 0.52±0.12 5.2 ±0.7 0.82±0.04
0.5 1.8 ±0.2 0.51±0.11 5.2 ±0.7 0.82±0.04
-0.5 1.8 ±0.3 0.52±0.12 5.3 ±0.7 0.82±0.04
1400 0 2.4 ±0.6 0.51±0.28 8.7 ±1.5 0.85±0.04
0.5 2.3 ±0.5 0.49±0.18 8.4 ±1.5 0.84±0.04
-0.5 2.4 ±0.6 0.51±0.18 8.9 ±1.5 0.85±0.04
1407 0 11.5±1.1 0.71±0.07 35.4 ±2.7 0.89±0.02
0.5 10.3±1.0 0.67±0.07 31.8 ±2.4 0.88±0.02
-0.5 12.0±1.1 0.72±0.06 37.2 ±2.8 0.9 ±0.02
2768 0 7.6 ±1.1 0.78±0.07 15.9 ±2.1 0.89±0.03
0.5 7.2 ±1.0 0.77±0.07 15.1 ±2.0 0.88±0.03
-0.5 7.8 ±1.1 0.79±0.06 16.3 ±2.2 0.89±0.03
3115 0 2.0 ±0.3 0.56±0.08 6.5 ±0.7 0.86±0.02
0.5 2.0 ±0.3 0.56±0.08 6.4 ±0.7 0.85±0.02
-0.5 2.0 ±0.3 0.57±0.08 6.6 ±0.7 0.86±0.02
3377 0 0.8 ±0.1 0.67±0.07 2.0 ±0.3 0.86±0.02
0.5 0.8 ±0.1 0.68±0.07 2.1 ±0.3 0.87±0.02
-0.5 0.8 ±0.1 0.67±0.07 2.0 ±0.3 0.86±0.02
3608 0 3.4 ±1.1 0.83±0.45 5.3 ±1.5 0.88±0.06
0.5 3.4 ±1.2 0.83±0.56 5.3 ±1.4 0.88±0.05
-0.5 3.4 ±1.1 0.83±0.64 5.3 ±1.5 0.88±0.12
4278 0 2.9 ±0.4 0.76±0.06 7.9 ±0.7 0.9 ±0.02
0.5 2.9 ±0.4 0.76±0.06 7.8 ±0.7 0.9 ±0.02
-0.5 2.9 ±0.4 0.76±0.06 7.9 ±0.7 0.9 ±0.02
4365 0 12.1±1.3 0.78±0.05 29.7 ±2.5 0.9 ±0.02
0.5 11.1±1.2 0.76±0.05 27.3 ±2.4 0.89±0.02
-0.5 12.6±1.4 0.79±0.05 31.0 ±2.6 0.91±0.02
4374 0 14.1±3.3 0.82±0.06 22.7 ±5.1 0.88±0.03
0.5 13.1±3.2 0.81±0.07 21.1 ±4.5 0.87±0.04
-0.5 14.6±3.5 0.83±0.07 23.6 ±5.2 0.88±0.04
4473 0 1.5 ±0.3 0.55±0.13 4.5 ±0.6 0.84±0.03
0.5 1.5 ±0.3 0.55±0.14 4.5 ±0.6 0.84±0.03
-0.5 1.5 ±0.3 0.55±0.12 4.6 ±0.6 0.84±0.03
4486 0 24.1±1.7 0.88±0.01 141.0±8.2 0.98±0.0
0.5 22.0±1.6 0.87±0.01 128.0±6.9 0.97±0.0
-0.5 25.2±1.8 0.88±0.01 148.0±8.2 0.98±0.0
4494 0 1.7 ±0.3 0.45±0.11 2.5 ±0.4 0.6 ±0.08
0.5 1.7 ±0.2 0.44±0.11 2.4 ±0.4 0.59±0.08
-0.5 1.7 ±0.2 0.46±0.11 2.5 ±0.3 0.6 ±0.08
4526 0 3.5 ±0.6 0.57±0.12 7.9 ±1.2 0.79±0.05
0.5 3.4 ±0.6 0.55±0.13 7.5 ±1.1 0.78±0.06
-0.5 3.6 ±0.6 0.58±0.13 8.1 ±1.2 0.79±0.05
4564 0 1.3 ±0.3 0.73±0.1 1.8 ±0.4 0.79±0.07
0.5 1.3 ±0.3 0.74±0.1 1.8 ±0.4 0.79±0.07
-0.5 1.3 ±0.3 0.73±0.15 1.7 ±0.4 0.79±0.07
4649 0 11.2±0.9 0.72±0.05 52.7 ±3.5 0.93±0.01
0.5 10.2±0.8 0.69±0.06 48.0 ±3.2 0.93±0.01
-0.5 11.7±1.0 0.73±0.05 55.1 ±3.5 0.94±0.01
4697 0 9.4 ±2.5 0.9 ±0.05 – –
0.5 9.2 ±2.4 0.9 ±0.04 – –
-0.5 9.5 ±2.4 0.9 ±0.04 – –
5846 0 12.4±1.6 0.83±0.05 33.4 ±3.6 0.93±0.02
0.5 11.5±1.5 0.81±0.05 31.0 ±3.4 0.92±0.02
-0.5 12.8±1.7 0.83±0.04 34.6 ±3.7 0.93±0.02
7457 0 1.7 ±0.4 0.89±0.04 1.8 ±0.4 0.9 ±0.04
0.5 1.7 ±0.4 0.9 ±0.04 1.9 ±0.4 0.91±0.04
-0.5 1.6 ±0.4 0.89±0.04 1.8 ±0.4 0.9 ±0.04
3607 0 2.6 ±0.7 0.33±0.34 11.1 ±2.7 0.82±0.06
0.5 2.5 ±0.7 0.3 ±0.44 10.5 ±2.5 0.81±0.13
-0.5 2.7 ±0.7 0.35±0.28 11.4 ±2.8 0.83±0.07
5866 0 1.6 ±0.6 0.46±0.45 – –
0.5 1.5 ±0.6 0.44±0.45 – –
-0.5 1.6 ±0.6 0.46±0.45 – –
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Table A3. Mass estimates (Mtot) and dark matter fractions ( fDM) within 5Re and Rmax assuming different anisotropy, obtained with stellar M/L corresponding
to a Salpeter IMF from Cappellari et al. (2013a,b) (see Section 3.8 for details). Columns 3–6 show Mtot and fDM obtained by allowing α to vary while in
columns 7–10, α ≡ 0, Rmax can be found in Table 3.
Galaxy β Mtot(< 5Re) fDM(< 5Re) Mtot(< Rmax) fDM(< Rmax) Mtot(< 5Re) fDM(< 5Re) Mtot(< Rmax) fDM(< Rmax)
[NGC] [1011M] [1011M] [1011M] [1011M]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
720 0 3.6 ± 0.7 0.28±0.41 13.5 ±2.3 0.78±0.11 3.6 ±0.7 0.28±0.41 13.5 ±2.4 0.78±0.11
0.5 3.4 ± 0.7 0.23±0.43 12.7 ±2.2 0.77±0.12 3.4 ±0.7 0.23±0.42 12.7 ±2.1 0.77±0.11
-0.5 3.8 ± 0.7 0.3 ±0.39 13.9 ±2.4 0.79±0.11 3.8 ±0.8 0.3 ±0.4 13.9 ±2.4 0.79±0.1
821 0 4.3 ± 0.8 0.77±0.06 6.1 ±1.0 0.83±0.04 4.5 ±0.8 0.78±0.06 7.1 ±1.2 0.85±0.03
0.5 4.4 ± 0.8 0.78±0.06 6.3 ±1.1 0.83±0.04 4.4 ±0.8 0.78±0.06 7.0 ±1.2 0.85±0.04
-0.5 4.2 ± 0.8 0.77±0.05 6.0 ±1.0 0.83±0.04 4.6 ±0.8 0.79±0.05 7.1 ±1.2 0.85±0.04
1023 0 1.7 ± 0.2 0.29±0.15 4.2 ±0.5 0.7 ±0.05 1.8 ±0.3 0.34±0.14 5.2 ±0.7 0.75±0.05
0.5 1.7 ± 0.3 0.31±0.15 4.3 ±0.6 0.7 ±0.05 1.7 ±0.3 0.33±0.14 5.1 ±0.7 0.75±0.05
-0.5 1.7 ± 0.2 0.29±0.15 4.2 ±0.5 0.69±0.06 1.8 ±0.3 0.34±0.13 5.3 ±0.7 0.75±0.05
1400 0 2.4 ± 0.6 0.36±0.41 7.7 ±1.4 0.78±0.11 2.4 ±0.5 0.37±0.42 8.7 ±1.5 0.81±0.1
0.5 2.3 ± 0.6 0.36±0.42 7.7 ±1.3 0.78±0.11 2.3 ±0.5 0.34±0.38 8.4 ±1.5 0.8 ±0.1
-0.5 2.4 ± 0.6 0.36±0.43 7.8 ±1.4 0.78±0.11 2.4 ±0.6 0.38±0.41 8.9 ±1.6 0.81±0.09
1407 0 11.6± 1.1 0.58±0.21 38.2 ±2.9 0.86±0.07 11.5 ±1.1 0.58±0.22 35.4 ±2.5 0.84±0.06
0.5 10.0± 1.0 0.51±0.25 32.8 ±2.3 0.83±0.07 10.3 ±1.0 0.53±0.24 31.8 ±2.4 0.83±0.08
-0.5 12.4± 1.3 0.61±0.2 41.0 ±3.1 0.87±0.06 12.0 ±1.2 0.59±0.22 37.2 ±2.7 0.85±0.06
2768 0 7.4 ± 1.0 0.72±0.06 15.0 ±2.0 0.85±0.03 7.6 ±1.1 0.73±0.06 16.0 ±2.1 0.86±0.03
0.5 7.1 ± 0.9 0.71±0.06 14.5 ±1.8 0.84±0.03 7.2 ±0.9 0.72±0.06 15.2 ±2.1 0.85±0.03
-0.5 7.5 ± 1.0 0.73±0.05 15.3 ±2.0 0.85±0.03 7.8 ±1.1 0.74±0.06 16.4 ±2.1 0.86±0.03
3115 0 2.0 ± 0.3 0.47±0.26 5.8 ±0.6 0.8 ±0.09 2.0 ±0.3 0.47±0.26 6.5 ±0.7 0.82±0.08
0.5 2.1 ± 0.3 0.48±0.25 5.9 ±0.6 0.81±0.08 2.0 ±0.3 0.46±0.25 6.4 ±0.7 0.82±0.08
-0.5 2.0 ± 0.3 0.46±0.26 5.7 ±0.6 0.8 ±0.09 2.0 ±0.3 0.47±0.26 6.6 ±0.7 0.83±0.08
3377 0 0.6 ± 0.1 0.37±0.14 1.3 ±0.2 0.69±0.06 0.8 ±0.1 0.49±0.12 2.0 ±0.3 0.79±0.04
0.5 0.7 ± 0.1 0.43±0.12 1.5 ±0.2 0.72±0.05 0.8 ±0.1 0.5 ±0.11 2.0 ±0.3 0.79±0.04
-0.5 0.6 ± 0.1 0.34±0.16 1.3 ±0.2 0.67±0.06 0.7 ±0.1 0.49±0.11 1.9 ±0.3 0.79±0.04
3608 0 3.3 ± 1.0 0.66±0.24 4.6 ±1.2 0.74±0.11 3.3 ±1.1 0.66±0.93 5.1 ±1.3 0.76±0.11
0.5 3.4 ± 1.1 0.67±0.42 4.7 ±1.3 0.74±0.1 3.2 ±1.0 0.66±0.45 5.0 ±1.4 0.76±0.12
-0.5 3.2 ± 1.0 0.66±0.26 4.5 ±1.3 0.74±0.12 3.3 ±1.1 0.67±0.23 5.1 ±1.4 0.77±0.18
4278 0 2.8 ± 0.3 0.59±0.08 6.8 ±0.6 0.82±0.03 2.8 ±0.3 0.6 ±0.07 7.7 ±0.7 0.84±0.02
0.5 2.8 ± 0.3 0.6 ±0.07 7.0 ±0.6 0.82±0.03 2.8 ±0.3 0.59±0.07 7.5 ±0.7 0.84±0.02
-0.5 2.7 ± 0.3 0.59±0.08 6.7 ±0.6 0.82±0.03 2.9 ±0.4 0.61±0.07 7.8 ±0.7 0.84±0.02
4365 0 12.3± 1.3 0.69±0.05 31.8 ±2.9 0.87±0.02 12.0 ±1.2 0.68±0.06 29.6 ±2.6 0.86±0.02
0.5 11.0± 1.2 0.65±0.06 28.3 ±2.6 0.85±0.02 11.0 ±1.2 0.65±0.06 27.1 ±2.4 0.84±0.02
-0.5 13.0± 1.4 0.7 ±0.05 33.6 ±3.0 0.87±0.02 12.5 ±1.4 0.69±0.05 30.9 ±2.7 0.86±0.02
4374 0 14.2± 3.5 0.75±0.12 23.7 ±5.0 0.84±0.05 14.0 ±3.3 0.74±0.09 22.7 ±4.9 0.83±0.05
0.5 12.9± 3.1 0.72±0.09 21.5 ±4.7 0.82±0.05 13.0 ±3.2 0.72±0.12 20.9 ±4.4 0.81±0.06
-0.5 14.9± 3.6 0.76±0.08 24.8 ±5.5 0.84±0.05 14.6 ±3.5 0.75±0.1 23.5 ±4.8 0.83±0.05
4473 0 1.4 ± 0.3 0.37±0.17 3.8 ±0.5 0.74±0.05 1.5 ±0.3 0.39±0.16 4.5 ±0.6 0.78±0.04
0.5 1.5 ± 0.3 0.39±0.15 3.9 ±0.6 0.75±0.05 1.5 ±0.3 0.39±0.16 4.5 ±0.6 0.78±0.04
-0.5 1.4 ± 0.3 0.35±0.19 3.7 ±0.5 0.73±0.05 1.5 ±0.3 0.4 ±0.16 4.5 ±0.6 0.78±0.04
4486 0 23.9± 1.7 0.8 ±0.03 166.0±9.0 0.97±0.0 23.8 ±1.7 0.79±0.03 139.0±7.8 0.96±0.01
0.5 20.6± 1.5 0.76±0.04 143.0±8.3 0.96±0.01 21.4 ±1.5 0.77±0.03 125.0±7.0 0.96±0.01
-0.5 25.6± 1.8 0.81±0.03 178.0±10.0 0.97±0.0 24.9 ±1.8 0.8 ±0.03 146.0±8.3 0.96±0.0
4494 0 1.5 ± 0.2 0.29±0.14 2.2 ±0.3 0.46±0.11 1.7 ±0.3 0.36±0.15 2.5 ±0.4 0.53±0.09
0.5 1.6 ± 0.2 0.31±0.14 2.2 ±0.3 0.47±0.11 1.7 ±0.2 0.34±0.14 2.4 ±0.3 0.52±0.1
-0.5 1.5 ± 0.2 0.29±0.15 2.2 ±0.3 0.45±0.11 1.7 ±0.3 0.36±0.14 2.5 ±0.4 0.53±0.09
4526 0 3.5 ± 0.6 0.53±0.11 7.4 ±1.1 0.76±0.05 3.6 ±0.7 0.54±0.11 8.0 ±1.2 0.77±0.05
0.5 3.5 ± 0.6 0.52±0.11 7.3 ±1.1 0.75±0.05 3.5 ±0.6 0.52±0.12 7.7 ±1.2 0.76±0.05
-0.5 3.5 ± 0.6 0.53±0.11 7.5 ±1.1 0.76±0.05 3.7 ±0.6 0.55±0.11 8.1 ±1.2 0.78±0.05
4564 0 1.1 ± 0.2 0.56±0.16 1.3 ±0.3 0.64±0.1 1.3 ±0.3 0.65±0.13 1.7 ±0.4 0.72±0.09
0.5 1.1 ± 0.3 0.59±0.14 1.4 ±0.3 0.66±0.11 1.3 ±0.3 0.65±0.12 1.8 ±0.4 0.73±0.09
-0.5 1.0 ± 0.2 0.55±0.15 1.3 ±0.3 0.63±0.1 1.3 ±0.3 0.65±0.13 1.7 ±0.4 0.72±0.08
4649 0 11.5± 0.9 0.57±0.07 63.1 ±4.4 0.91±0.01 11.1 ±0.9 0.56±0.07 52.1 ±3.5 0.89±0.01
0.5 9.9 ± 0.8 0.5 ±0.08 54.4 ±3.7 0.9 ±0.01 10.0 ±0.8 0.51±0.08 47.1 ±3.2 0.88±0.02
-0.5 12.3± 1.0 0.6 ±0.06 67.5 ±4.7 0.92±0.01 11.6 ±0.9 0.57±0.07 54.6 ±3.7 0.9 ±0.01
4697 0 9.1 ± 2.4 0.86±0.07 – – 9.3 ±2.4 0.86±0.05 – –
0.5 9.2 ± 2.4 0.86±0.06 – – 9.1 ±2.3 0.86±0.06 – –
-0.5 9.1 ± 2.3 0.86±0.05 – – 9.4 ±2.6 0.86±0.06 – –
5846 0 12.4± 1.6 0.77±0.04 34.0 ±3.6 0.91±0.02 12.4 ±1.7 0.77±0.04 33.6 ±3.6 0.91±0.02
0.5 11.5± 1.5 0.75±0.05 31.4 ±3.3 0.9 ±0.02 11.6 ±1.5 0.76±0.05 31.2 ±3.3 0.9 ±0.02
-0.5 12.9± 1.7 0.78±0.04 35.3 ±3.8 0.91±0.01 12.9 ±1.7 0.78±0.04 34.7 ±3.7 0.91±0.02
7457 0 1.1 ± 0.2 0.87±0.04 1.2 ±0.2 0.88±0.04 1.7 ±0.4 0.92±0.03 1.9 ±0.4 0.92±0.02
0.5 1.3 ± 0.3 0.89±0.04 1.3 ±0.3 0.89±0.03 1.8 ±0.4 0.92±0.03 1.9 ±0.4 0.92±0.02
-0.5 1.0 ± 0.2 0.86±0.04 1.1 ±0.2 0.87±0.04 1.6 ±0.4 0.91±0.03 1.8 ±0.4 0.92±0.03
3607 0 2.6 ± 0.7 0.01±0.45 10.9 ±2.6 0.74±0.1 2.6 ±0.7 0.01±0.45 11.0 ±2.7 0.74±0.09
0.5 2.4 ± 0.6 -0.0±0.45 10.3 ±2.4 0.72±0.09 2.4 ±0.6 -0.0±0.45 10.3 ±2.5 0.72±0.09
-0.5 2.6 ± 0.7 0.04±0.41 11.2 ±2.7 0.75±0.09 2.7 ±0.7 0.04±0.45 11.4 ±2.7 0.75±0.08
5866 0 1.3 ± 0.5 0.33±0.45 – – 1.6 ±0.6 0.46±0.45 – –
0.5 1.3 ± 0.5 0.36±0.45 – – 1.6 ±0.6 0.46±0.45 – –
-0.5 1.2 ± 0.5 0.32±0.45 – – 1.6 ±0.6 0.46±0.45 – –
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Table A4. Mass estimates (Mtot) and dark matter fractions ( fDM) within 5Re and Rmax assuming different anisotropy, obtained using the best–fit stellar mass–
to–light ratios from the dynamical modelling of Cappellari et al. (2013a,b), i.e., total dynamical mass minus dark matter mass (see Section 3.8 for details).
Columns 3–6 show Mtot and fDM obtained by allowing α to vary while in columns 7–10, α ≡ 0, Rmax can be found in Table 3.
Galaxy β Mtot(< 5Re) fDM(< 5Re) Mtot(< Rmax) fDM(< Rmax) Mtot(< 5Re) fDM(< 5Re) Mtot(< Rmax) fDM(< Rmax)
[NGC] [1011M] [1011M] [1011M] [1011M]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
720 0 3.5 ±0.7 0.46±0.13 11.5 ±2.0 0.81±0.04 3.6 ±0.7 0.46±0.14 13.2 ±2.3 0.84±0.04
0.5 3.4 ±0.7 0.44±0.15 11.1 ±1.8 0.8 ±0.04 3.3 ±0.7 0.42±0.15 12.3 ±2.2 0.82±0.04
-0.5 3.6 ±0.7 0.47±0.14 11.7 ±2.0 0.81±0.04 3.7 ±0.7 0.48±0.14 13.7 ±2.3 0.84±0.04
821 0 4.1 ±0.8 0.78±0.06 5.7 ±0.9 0.83±0.04 4.4 ±0.8 0.8 ±0.05 7.0 ±1.2 0.86±0.03
0.5 4.3 ±0.8 0.79±0.06 5.9 ±1.0 0.84±0.04 4.3 ±0.8 0.79±0.05 6.8 ±1.1 0.86±0.03
-0.5 4.0 ±0.8 0.78±0.06 5.6 ±0.9 0.83±0.04 4.5 ±0.8 0.8 ±0.05 7.1 ±1.2 0.86±0.03
1023 0 1.6 ±0.2 0.63±0.08 3.5 ±0.4 0.81±0.03 1.9 ±0.3 0.68±0.07 5.4 ±0.7 0.88±0.02
0.5 1.7 ±0.3 0.65±0.08 3.7 ±0.5 0.82±0.03 1.8 ±0.3 0.68±0.07 5.4 ±0.7 0.88±0.02
-0.5 1.5 ±0.2 0.61±0.08 3.4 ±0.4 0.81±0.03 1.9 ±0.3 0.68±0.07 5.4 ±0.7 0.88±0.02
1400 0 2.3 ±0.5 0.46±0.18 6.9 ±1.2 0.8 ±0.05 2.4 ±0.5 0.47±0.16 8.6 ±1.5 0.84±0.04
0.5 2.3 ±0.5 0.46±0.37 6.9 ±1.2 0.8 ±0.05 2.2 ±0.5 0.45±0.17 8.2 ±1.4 0.83±0.04
-0.5 2.3 ±0.5 0.46±0.18 6.8 ±1.3 0.8 ±0.05 2.4 ±0.6 0.48±0.18 8.7 ±1.6 0.84±0.04
1407 0 10.8±1.1 0.61±0.06 33.9 ±2.5 0.86±0.02 10.8±1.0 0.61±0.06 33.3 ±2.4 0.86±0.02
0.5 9.2 ±0.9 0.55±0.06 28.9 ±2.2 0.84±0.02 9.3 ±0.9 0.55±0.07 28.7 ±2.1 0.84±0.02
-0.5 11.6±1.1 0.64±0.05 36.4 ±2.8 0.87±0.01 11.5±1.2 0.64±0.05 35.6 ±2.6 0.87±0.02
2768 0 6.8 ±0.9 0.57±0.09 13.9 ±1.8 0.77±0.04 6.9 ±1.0 0.58±0.09 14.6 ±1.8 0.78±0.04
0.5 6.2 ±0.8 0.52±0.1 12.6 ±1.7 0.74±0.05 6.2 ±0.8 0.53±0.1 13.1 ±1.7 0.75±0.05
-0.5 7.1 ±1.0 0.58±0.08 14.5 ±1.9 0.77±0.04 7.3 ±1.0 0.6 ±0.08 15.3 ±2.0 0.79±0.04
3115 0 2.0 ±0.3 0.57±0.08 5.4 ±0.6 0.83±0.02 2.0 ±0.3 0.57±0.08 6.5 ±0.7 0.86±0.02
0.5 2.1 ±0.3 0.59±0.07 5.6 ±0.6 0.83±0.02 2.0 ±0.3 0.56±0.08 6.4 ±0.7 0.85±0.02
-0.5 2.0 ±0.3 0.56±0.08 5.3 ±0.6 0.82±0.02 2.0 ±0.3 0.57±0.08 6.6 ±0.7 0.86±0.02
3377 0 0.6 ±0.1 0.57±0.1 1.2 ±0.2 0.78±0.04 0.8 ±0.1 0.68±0.07 2.0 ±0.3 0.87±0.03
0.5 0.7 ±0.1 0.62±0.09 1.4 ±0.2 0.81±0.04 0.8 ±0.1 0.69±0.07 2.1 ±0.3 0.87±0.02
-0.5 0.5 ±0.1 0.54±0.1 1.2 ±0.2 0.76±0.05 0.8 ±0.1 0.67±0.07 2.0 ±0.3 0.86±0.03
3608 0 3.3 ±1.1 0.78±0.25 4.3 ±1.2 0.81±0.37 3.3 ±1.1 0.78±2.63 5.1 ±1.4 0.85±0.18
0.5 3.5 ±1.0 0.79±0.14 4.5 ±1.3 0.82±0.22 3.3 ±1.0 0.78±0.13 5.1 ±1.4 0.84±0.08
-0.5 3.2 ±1.1 0.77±0.25 4.1 ±1.1 0.81±0.09 3.4 ±1.1 0.78±0.31 5.2 ±1.4 0.85±0.82
4278 0 2.7 ±0.3 0.68±0.06 6.3 ±0.5 0.85±0.02 2.8 ±0.3 0.69±0.06 7.7 ±0.7 0.88±0.02
0.5 2.9 ±0.3 0.69±0.06 6.6 ±0.6 0.86±0.02 2.8 ±0.4 0.69±0.06 7.5 ±0.7 0.87±0.02
-0.5 2.6 ±0.3 0.67±0.06 6.1 ±0.6 0.85±0.02 2.9 ±0.3 0.7 ±0.05 7.8 ±0.7 0.88±0.02
4365 0 11.6±1.2 0.78±0.04 27.4 ±2.5 0.9 ±0.02 11.8±1.2 0.78±0.04 29.1 ±2.6 0.9 ±0.02
0.5 10.7±1.1 0.76±0.04 25.3 ±2.3 0.89±0.02 10.6±1.1 0.76±0.04 26.2 ±2.3 0.89±0.02
-0.5 12.0±1.2 0.79±0.04 28.5 ±2.5 0.9 ±0.01 12.4±1.3 0.79±0.04 30.5 ±2.8 0.91±0.01
4374 0 13.4±3.2 0.78±0.07 21.1 ±4.5 0.85±0.05 13.5±3.3 0.78±0.09 21.7 ±4.8 0.85±0.05
0.5 12.2±2.9 0.76±0.08 19.3 ±4.2 0.83±0.05 12.1±2.9 0.75±0.09 19.6 ±4.2 0.84±0.05
-0.5 14.0±3.2 0.79±0.13 22.1 ±4.7 0.85±0.04 14.2±3.4 0.79±0.07 22.8 ±5.0 0.86±0.05
4473 0 1.4 ±0.3 0.6 ±0.11 3.4 ±0.5 0.82±0.03 1.5 ±0.3 0.63±0.19 4.6 ±0.6 0.87±0.02
0.5 1.5 ±0.3 0.64±0.09 3.7 ±0.5 0.84±0.03 1.5 ±0.3 0.63±0.11 4.6 ±0.6 0.87±0.03
-0.5 1.4 ±0.3 0.59±0.12 3.3 ±0.5 0.81±0.04 1.5 ±0.3 0.63±0.11 4.6 ±0.6 0.87±0.03
4486 0 22.4±1.6 0.81±0.03 136.0±7.6 0.96±0.0 22.4±1.7 0.81±0.03 131.0±7.4 0.96±0.0
0.5 19.1±1.3 0.78±0.04 116.0±6.8 0.96±0.01 19.4±1.4 0.78±0.03 113.0±6.5 0.96±0.01
-0.5 24.1±1.7 0.83±0.03 146.0±8.3 0.97±0.0 23.9±1.7 0.83±0.03 140.0±8.0 0.97±0.0
4494 0 1.5 ±0.2 0.51±0.11 2.0 ±0.3 0.61±0.07 1.7 ±0.2 0.59±0.08 2.5 ±0.4 0.7 ±0.06
0.5 1.5 ±0.2 0.54±0.1 2.1 ±0.3 0.63±0.07 1.7 ±0.2 0.58±0.08 2.5 ±0.4 0.7 ±0.06
-0.5 1.4 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.11 1.9 ±0.3 0.6 ±0.08 1.7 ±0.2 0.59±0.08 2.6 ±0.4 0.7 ±0.06
4526 0 3.3 ±0.6 0.53±0.11 6.8 ±1.0 0.75±0.05 3.5 ±0.6 0.55±0.11 7.7 ±1.1 0.78±0.04
0.5 3.3 ±0.6 0.53±0.12 6.7 ±1.0 0.75±0.05 3.3 ±0.6 0.53±0.11 7.3 ±1.1 0.77±0.05
-0.5 3.4 ±0.6 0.54±0.12 6.9 ±1.0 0.75±0.05 3.6 ±0.6 0.57±0.11 7.9 ±1.2 0.79±0.05
4564 0 1.0 ±0.2 0.65±0.11 1.3 ±0.3 0.71±0.08 1.3 ±0.3 0.74±0.09 1.8 ±0.4 0.8 ±0.07
0.5 1.1 ±0.3 0.68±0.12 1.4 ±0.3 0.73±0.07 1.4 ±0.3 0.75±0.09 1.8 ±0.4 0.8 ±0.06
-0.5 0.9 ±0.2 0.63±0.11 1.2 ±0.2 0.7 ±0.08 1.3 ±0.3 0.74±0.11 1.8 ±0.4 0.79±0.07
4649 0 10.6±0.8 0.63±0.05 50.9 ±3.5 0.91±0.01 10.5±0.8 0.62±0.06 49.6 ±3.2 0.91±0.01
0.5 9.2 ±0.7 0.57±0.07 44.2 ±2.9 0.9 ±0.01 9.2 ±0.7 0.57±0.07 43.4 ±2.9 0.9 ±0.01
-0.5 11.3±0.9 0.65±0.06 54.2 ±3.7 0.92±0.01 11.2±0.9 0.65±0.06 52.8 ±3.5 0.92±0.01
4697 0 8.9 ±2.3 0.88±0.26 – – 9.3 ±2.3 0.89±0.04 – –
0.5 9.1 ±2.2 0.89±0.04 – – 9.0 ±2.2 0.89±0.08 – –
-0.5 8.8 ±2.3 0.88±0.05 – – 9.4 ±2.4 0.89±0.05 – –
5846 0 11.8±1.5 0.76±0.05 30.7 ±3.3 0.9 ±0.02 11.7±1.6 0.76±0.05 31.6 ±3.4 0.9 ±0.02
0.5 10.7±1.4 0.74±0.05 28.0 ±3.1 0.89±0.02 10.5±1.3 0.74±0.05 28.4 ±3.1 0.89±0.02
-0.5 12.3±1.7 0.77±0.04 32.1 ±3.4 0.9 ±0.02 12.3±1.6 0.77±0.04 33.3 ±3.5 0.91±0.02
7457 0 1.0 ±0.2 0.92±0.03 1.1 ±0.2 0.92±0.02 1.8 ±0.4 0.95±0.02 2.0 ±0.4 0.95±0.01
0.5 1.2 ±0.3 0.93±0.02 1.3 ±0.3 0.93±0.02 1.9 ±0.4 0.95±0.01 2.1 ±0.5 0.96±0.01
-0.5 1.0 ±0.2 0.91±0.03 1.0 ±0.2 0.91±0.02 1.7 ±0.4 0.95±0.02 1.9 ±0.4 0.95±0.02
3607 0 2.4 ±0.7 0.21±0.45 9.3 ±2.2 0.78±0.08 2.5 ±0.7 0.27±0.45 10.8 ±2.6 0.81±0.08
0.5 2.3 ±0.6 0.19±0.45 9.0 ±2.2 0.77±0.1 2.4 ±0.6 0.21±0.45 10.1 ±2.4 0.79±0.07
-0.5 2.4 ±0.6 0.23±0.36 9.4 ±2.2 0.78±0.07 2.6 ±0.7 0.3 ±0.28 11.2 ±2.8 0.81±0.07
5866 0 1.2 ±0.5 0.24±0.45 – – 1.5 ±0.6 0.41±0.45 – –
0.5 1.2 ±0.5 0.27±0.45 – – 1.5 ±0.6 0.4 ±0.45 – –
-0.5 1.2 ±0.5 0.22±0.45 – – 1.6 ±0.6 0.42±0.45 – –
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